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VOL. XXIII NO. 105 PADUCAH. KY.. FRIDAY EVENING, MAY], 1908 TEN CENTS PER W EEKE. E. BELL TAKES Lower House Leaders Capitulate
NEW POSITION IN and Will Enact All Bills Demanded
TilE1POSTOFFICE by President in Recent Messages.
Sueoeeds Late John Fisher and Submarine Boat Scatdal Comes
Assumes His Duties This to Sudden and Dramatic Ter
Morning. mination When Affidavit is
Made by officials.
Resigss as Head of City Street
Department.
e
JEEP 111,11D lel ONE BEST TIP
This morning Mr. E. E. Bell re-
'lamed bis position as street inspector
and received his appointment as as-
nistent postmaster, succeeding Use late
 lolrirT.-TIntra17---effirlierwancresiroy-
will be elected next Tuesday evening
at the regular session of the board of
public works. There are several ap-
plicants for the Position, and Presi-
dent Richard Rudy says every appli-
cant will be given careful considera-
tion, but the tip Is out that Jeff J.
Read will be elected. Until the elm-
Hos Mr. Ernest Bell. who has been
. assisting his father, la La charge of
the street work.
Mr. Bell held the position three
months, and his services gave the best
of satisfaction. While the city °M-
elilla like to see Mr. Bell climb, they
regret to give up such a capable man.
President Rudy. of the board of. pub-
lic works, that they always felt
perfectly safe with the work eottusti
wile Mr. Hell's bands, ind that he
niede.a trustworthy and conscientious
ofilcial. .Mr. Bell was at the amateMee
tbm _ manual( arnitainting'..kinaself
with his duties.
Mr I Read. who is tipped as his
inset ester, has been a successful Cola-
tractor and is suited for the meditate
/
Washington, Mae I.—Sitceumblng
to pressure from the administration.
Republicans generally, who feared the
wrath of the November eiections and
house leaders have surrendered and
will pass all the measure& Roosevelt
agitated In his recent messages.
•
End of Boat Scandal.
Drantstic in the extreme was the
denouement today in the Investigation
9LIkx_thamota..b.muffill-k_itretion_r_t"ative agalmst the submarine
boat builders. when some member of
special committee making the in-
vestigation visited the Garfield hos-
pital and took the testimony of Fred-
Hick Brown Whitney. vice president
of the Lake company'. Whitney. in a
liwalt voice, admitted that he was the
author of the anonymous letters that
were Instremental in precipitating
the scandal, lie has worried so
over the affair that, broken in health,
be was compelled to go to the homes
tal. Representative Lilley's charges
were all made against the Electric
Boat company, and the assertion hat
te.rn made that they were inspired by
the Lek' people. The testimony of
Mir. Whitney would liulIcate that the
babe peopie had nothing to do with
ng the eubject. whether they in
Mr. 'Alley or not to .bring
the
J ing Mavis' Come Back.
Denouncing the press with bitter in-
vecthes, Sentikor Jeff Davis today
!Made a sensational speech ln the sen-
ate as a reply to-editorial comments
upon the remarks he-made lapse the
City Plasnems,'
(Uy Auditor Alexander Kirkland floor last December. -Admitting thereand City Tryainorri, 4,120 becti,411.1were some honest newspaper', be de-
' /crated that (how, that criticized' WMpert for April AS follows:
Isere subsidli+d by trusts. DefyingCAA April
Colleethans  11,)74.21_
Dlr.bvireement• ...  1 4
italtroce May I 
W. 0. W. MEMORIAL
- --
(liva camp No. Woodmen of the
World. and Magtiolis Grove No. 2.
Woodmen cle.4e will bold Their wi-
nos) memorial service SundaY-after-
noon. May Pl. Junior Past Head
Connell Mr. Ulm, T. Wells, of Nur-
raY, will be the swelter at the *en-
tree. The church in Olive the *rev-
iew will be held and the rem of Ow





In order that postage stamps may
be identMled. the Was/1100ot' postal
authorities Maio Instructed tne em-
leoyve of the. postoffices that perfor-
ated stamps shall he permitted to it'
throueli rite mains providing that th,.
pun...tures do 1101 exceed one-aiatj-
fourth of an inch in diameter The
*hole apace of identifkation rime not
exceed one-Mini of an inch
_Although the Washington officials
do not give shy reasons for the re-
rent ruing, along with the new in-
struetkets. it is believed that the
IiiiirkIdg of stamps within the bounds
of the ruling Is permitted In the In-
terest of Winking institutions In par-
ticular, and other large firms, when.
thousands of stamps are handled by
clerks In the event that a lot of
-amps are withdrawn without per-
nifeelon from au employer, anti mark-
eted at a United Wales office, it sill
hi easy to bring the thief to account.
It is believed by officials, that every
• la, at. pastornee will have a different
(oration, that °Metals nta detect
(torn which °Mee the stamps came.
WRATH KR.
them SA "Damnable Imps of pelf and
oreeti,- he- them to do their
worst. He urged the senate to purge
itself °tithe charge. of being the de-
fender cif predatory wealth by doing
sonnithksg for the people.
BASKET FACTORY SALE
IV.eee. In their hurry the thieves
planed • 470 gold piece welch was in
the pocketbook they dropeed in the
back yard.
•••••••••••,.
•Ulan at Houtiebreakers. '
Two nakaov•a mew-neve standing
at the residence of Mr_ Hedry Crouch,
-414 Adernis street, last night at 11:30
o'cloid when Mr. Creech. who Is an
employe of the American Snuff coin-
piny, Warned home. Mr. Crouch
watched the men until be was sat:I:-
See they were trying to raise a win-
dow. He tired Us shots at the men.





Moses entered the reskteuce H.
B. Osborn, 314 Kentucky &refine,
this morning *out 4 o'clock and se-
cured $10.0 In money, but nothint
else wee miming. The thieves raised
a Tear window and to enter the build-
Mg climbed over a bed occupied by As tipped by Tbe Sun an additionalthe little daughter of Mr. end Mrs. snit againet John K. and Lulu Hello-Osborn. • The money was under the well, etc.,-haa been filed by Robert E.head of Mrs Osborn, and the thief Hollowell as MULl_end to.Price Hol-e/Wet else ',Sieves mettront --taire..117-rcii: $25,000 damages, allegedawnkening them. A poker from the to have been suetained when thegrate was found near the bed, and it home of his parents tn Caldwell coun-Is presumed the thief had this tot)' was visited and shot up by a mob,strike them If they awoke, ,his father whipped. mother mistreat-:Two bones, that conikined the ed, the boy threatened and the wholedregs of an unknown liquid were on family made to flee from the country.the dining room table. and the berg-I In addition to _John E. and Lululees may have used it. When dis- Hollowell, John W. Hollowell, George
PRICE HOLLOWELL (Bryan Suggests That Johnson May
DEMANDS $25,000 Have Complimentary Vote of His
FROM NEIGHBORS
Soo of Plaintiff's in Alleged
Night Rider Suits Seeks to
Recover Damage.
New Tiefeadnat hind aadl is
Made Party.
Own State Until it May be Needed.
Johnson Men Not inclined to AIRSHIP FLIES
Accept Proposition, Which
Would Mean Absolute Sur
render to Faction.
Minneapolis, Minn., May 1.—In
answer to tentative proposals of cam-__ promise emanating from supporters of
Gov. Johugon, friends of Bryan have
submitted a statement of the ground
upon whicti they are willing to "get
together."
- The Bryan proposition Is this, viz:
To give Johnson a " complimentary
vote in the Denver conventioe. To
make this an openly complimentary
vote- gini3 nothing -*Me To have-
delegation made uy of Bryan support-
era, and to have it generally under.,
stood a try-out for the new racing air-that when Bryan shall need 22
p The Amadeu," *Which has onlyvotes to come within two-thirds of tile "'"i- -recently been completed, was wit-majority of the Denver gathering he
nessed by a good inzed crowd. Thewill know that in the Minnesota dele-
ascent was made about 5:30 o'clockgation he has them,
and for a space of over five minutesThis decision was reached some
Captain Mattery had the ship undertime ago and thrown over by Johmson
covered the thieves were going Brown and the 23 other defendants In perfect control. He described circlesmen upon the advice of Frank Day-
through clothes, but pitehed a pair of the action Died at the last term of and zig-zagged backward and forward
trousers on the little girl that awoke federal court. William Sims Is made Dag Against tlinnlartnnisP" over the ball park with evident ease.Local Bryan men here stated that
her. She screamed and the thieves defendant: it being claimed that it Then suddenly the huge rudder at thethia was the only bases upon which
they would compromise. It is under-
scampered out the vetulow. The was only recently discovered that rear of the &aft was seen to flap helpthieves took four $50 bills. one sit, Sims was with the mob. It is ex- - testily In the wind and like a shot thestood that Mr. Day is opposed to any
bill, one $5 bill and a five dollar god Pected that he will silo be made a ship, caught in the..breeze, was swept:defendant In the fleet two suits
brought by amended petition.
The suit for the boy was brought
by Attorneys Miller & Miner and it
DEFENDANTS MAKE NO MOVE
AND IS MANAGED
BY CAPT. MATTERY
is alleged that the :ad *as threatened
and put in bodily fear by the mob and
.was forced to flee the country with
his parenfs. It 0 charged that 'John
E. Hollowell MUM him by the hair
and pulled him away from his
mother-, who was attacked.and threat-
eseeto cut his throat, should he
scream or make out( ry.
ManshaiNeel siriTV"...erve summons
in the new suit probably at the same
time the witnesses in the other cases
are servisiv.“dleeppeoired.
I Although the these for taking up
• EMORANT BOAT STRUCK
Bremen, May 1.—The steamship
Eel e loaded with passengers from
Brinien to Baltimore, collided with
the German steamehip• Czar Nicholas.
the case of Robert Hollowell against
,John E. Hollowell. etc., is rapidly ap-
proaching, the defendants have not
yet asked for a single subpoena or
court process of any kind. The plain-
tiffs have already asked subpoenas for
their witnesses and the marshal will
ibegin serving theta probably tomor-Both were badly damaged. Paxson- row.ger" had to be transferred front the
Kbln.
W. P. HUOINJW1, receiver for the
Mergenthaler-Horton Basket corn- PADUCAH NORTHERNpan), will 'sell the plant June 1 at
o'clock In the afternoon at the
Mr. George C. Wallace. president plant beds now than to wait end de-
tore
of the Paducah a Northern; Mr. Earl 'troy your tobacco later," was teePalmer, president of the Cbmmercial word plant bed scrapers left afterBALLARD BANK ROBBERY club, and M. Wymond, the engleeer, scraping the beds of A. Kemper andhave returned from Louisville. where John_Conn well known farmers, who
PLANT- BEDS SCRAPED -
--
Snalthland. Ky . May 1. (Special.)
_"It is better that we destroy your
More witnesses are being examined
before the grand Jury at Wickliffe to-
day, and if the evidence sought Is
produced it is certain Indictments will
be returned against Parties accaed
of partic4ating in the robbery of the
'Ballard "al" bank it Ban4aaa Smith
 ---evese
ROBBERS CONCEALED PASSENGER
TRAIN BIND MESSENGER, LOOT EXPRESS
Generally fair and warmer 'might
wad Saturday, litlithest temperature
Iowan today. 444h •
not be more than $360. It generally
Oct thell,1 /110 Shipped is is believed that between (50,000 and
#100,0014 were atok.n.Neve York to St. Louie and liseiresiger Examined.
Make Their Escape—Reward
Offered.
Pittsburg. May 1.—No trace was
found of the men who looted the ex-
mem car an the Pennsylvania toad
last night after having bound the
messenger. Today it is said the rob-
bers obtained $140.0Oe. The Adana
Expilese company offers a reward.
Money was being sent from New
York to the subtreaeury nt St. Louis.
Pollee believe that former emeloYes
are responsible. The Adams Express
company later announced the sum
taken was not nearly Saa.0,)0. Tho
Pittsburg agent said $210,004) will
mere teen (-over the lofts
Two men tivereted on the. New York
St. Louis express of the Penneylvanla
syrteni, which left this city at 9.5;
last night., entered the pwrees car at
Walker's gels, ten milea we* of this
city overpowefed the *sprees messen-
ger and eecaped with four waled bags
containing eurreecY .
It is known etre four bane, all
settled and containing money were
tnken front the car The train la one
of the most important on the road.
nnd itistintly carries, much currency,
and ,other expresit matter from New
York as well as from intervening eta-
Gobs to western points.
Pitlabure. May 1.—C. H. Heiner.
general agent for the Adams Exprem
cb11111parri, said at noon the loss will
Columbus. 0., May I --Express
Messenger Rovihen, who was bound
and gagged by robbers on the Penn-
sylvania train near Pittsburg, was ex-
amined, by the police and express
company officers early today. Roehen
and the express superintendent have
gone to Pittsburg.
NIGHT RIDERS INDICTED
Taylorsville, Ky., May 1--(dPe-
1--Indletmente were returned
against Jarboe Jewell, Willis Arm-
strong and Albert Belford. prominent
Spencer' county farmers, charging
them with night riding. It Is alleged
they warned growers not to raise to-
bacco.
AGAINST
they talked with President Smith, of
the Louisville & Nashville, about the 
live on the•Camberlatid river, three
railroad terminal proposition in Patin- 
miles from lemithiand. The beds were
ash. They probably will 
*Craned during the beavy storm
cago soon to interview Mr.-Schaff. of
go to Cht- Tuesday night. 'the loss falls quite
the Big Four. They were greatly en- 
heavy on the farmers. as their plants
couraged by the attitude of President tv'ere llarge 




At Taft headquarters here the posi-
tive statement is made that Taft Will





Smithiand, Kt., May 1—(Special)
—Poldtive (eidence that James Sul-
linger, whose dead body was found
in an unused well by school house
close to his home last feriday, was
murdered has come to light. He was
struck on the head with an Iron crow-
bar In his own barn that night, and
dragged past his house and thrown
into the well. Then hle horse was led
out anJ hitched by the school house
to create the impression that he com-
mitted et?tride. receiving the wounds
on his head In falling headioremost
into the well Blood marks on the
Brookport. May 1.—(Sperial.)— crowbar and the barn floor and blood
A Pistol battle betweeb Roseoe Dauer
, stains on a fence over which be was
erty and Tom F:owers, colored tie 
d ged and on the boards across the
Carriers, last night about 6 20 o'clock 
top of the well indicate too plainly
tad to it general round up by Marshal fc"ii'Wink Emerson, and many tie ear- Mr. nulituger had returned from
tiers were found' with concealed dead.. .Lola to his home near Irma, Critten-
ly weapons, and were locked tip. den county. He was )(End as he was
Tesetthertt and Flowers were stand-Iputting hls-fiorse In the barn by somelug In front or the pool room on the one concealSd In the darkness. Perriver bank. when they quarreled and Inconel enmity Is assumed to he theboth drew pistols. Three shots werejmotive. as '$77, all tile money Mrl ilted by each. but their aim was had t:Iallinger had, was la his pocket whin
un I Noted.
and Marshal Rinersoo led them to lailihisubblody wedosamfound. There is a clew
CRUSADE GUNS
such plap, for the reason that it
night give the appearance of defeat
and surrender outside and for the fur-
ther reason that it would take away
control of the Democratic organiza-
tion from his h'ende and make T. T.
Hudson succeed himself as national
merelitee an.
A leading Minneapolis HeYsin man
said that offers of compromise had
come from Johnson men for a settle-
ment of the trouble in Hennepin coun-
ty on the basis that the county's. ii?
vctes be given the Bryan men in or-
ganization of th conveation, but that
Johnson wen be given one of the del:
eeates. This offer, It is understood.
will be rejected.
Frank Da Y tetkee the position that
all offers of compromise are coming
from the Bryan men, and that John-
son men have the state, 'five to one,
and he can see no reason for a coin-
pyomise under these conditions.
CAPTAIN JOHN CROW
IS HALED INTO COURT'
Captain John Crow, of the towboat
Sprague. will have to face a charge at
Owensboro next Monday in federal
court for interfering with a United
States officer in discharge of his ditty,
About six weeks ago Elwood Neel,
depety United States marshal, had a
warrant for the arrest of Mate Bill
Coulter, of the Sprague. on the
charge of cutting one of tlp work-
men on the boat. When the giant
towboat passed down the Ohio. Mar-
shal Nee) was taken out to the
Sprague on board the Fannie Wal-
lace, When Mr. Neel told Captain
Crow his errand the captain positively
refused 10 allow the marshal to take
his man Finally after a great deal
of talking the captain of the Sprague
slowed Captain no N. Mullen, of the
Fannie Wallace, to take Mate Coul-
ter, but said he did not want Mr. Neel
to have anything to do with the ar-
rest of the mate. When Mr Neel
told how the captain of the Sprague
had interfered a warrant was sworn
out for Captain row.
Marshal Neel and Captain M. N.
Mullen will go to Owensboro to ap-
pear Monday. Mr. Harry Blackford
was a witness to the whole affair and
It is probable that he will be sum-
moned as a witness.
That airships are practical and that
they can be navigated with success
was shown here yesterday afternoon
when Captain William Mattery, one
of the most noted aerial navigators in
this country, made a flight from Wal-
lace park, alighted a mile and a half
south of the city, repaired a broken
rudder and then calmly sailed the
ack to the starting point in the
teeth of a strong north gale.
The flight, which was in the nature
south. ,
Captain .Mattery in attempting to
bring the ship around with a sharp
turn had pulled loose the rope lead-
ing to the rudder. Realizing that he
was at the mercrof the wind, he 1111
mediate:). sent the ship to the earth,
alighting in a cornfield a mile and a
half south of the park. The work ,of
repairing the tiroken line and again
starting the engine took but a few
minutes and "The America" was once
mote nearly a thousand feet above
the earth. Back toward the city as
straight as an arrow came the ship,
but, before it could reach the park
darkness had fallen and Captain Mat-
ter)* again descended, this time alight-
ing but a quarter of a mile from the
spot from which he had started. Here
he secured the help of several men
and without leaving the ship it was
guided back to the park and made
fast in the big tent in which .t is ex,
hibited.
Today there.were low rates on the
11:Mois Central from Cairo, Fulton
and Dyereburg and intermediate
points and a large number of visitors
are here to see the ship. Tomorrow
Vales from Hopirinaville, Blackfordand Nortonville and Hazel and inter-
mediate points will be in effect and
on Sunday an excursion will be run
here front St. Louis.
On Sunday Miss Maggie Maham, In
charge of the telephone exchange at
the Palmer House, will make the
flight with Captain Mattery, having
accepted his offer of $25 for any
eoung woman who would accompany
him on one of his flights. The offer
caused much interest and several Pa-
ducah girls cis-eared their intention of
going up in the air.
"The America" Is on exhibition
this afternoon and will make another
trip. A large crowd Is tit Wallace
park awaiting the flight
Pollee Department.
In April the police made 139 ar-
rests. The record shows the police
were not idle, hist it Is a decrease
from March. when 200 arrests were
made. Most of the.cases this month




Fel Cassette driver of an ice wagon
was arrested last night by Patrolmen
Close and Johnson on a charge of
bigamy Vassenr is wanted at Me-
tropolis on the charge, and he , has
agreed to return to Illinois. Vasiwie
says he Is innocent of the charge. Hi,
eat; married to Hazel Boren, of Anna
on December 4, 11403, and they
separated. Yeasteur sacs he had a let-
ter from his former wife th•t she' has
secured • divorce, but it has been
March 2. 11)07, he was mnrried




Suddenly stricken with paralysis on
Broadway, Joseph Lucas, th years
old, died this noon after an Illness of
two houm. Mr. .Lucas was apparently
well this morning and was walking
around the streets. He sat down in
front of the First National bank.
Third street aqd Broadway. whendit
10:30 o'clock the stroke came upbn
him and be fell over on the sidewalk.
Patrolmen Doyle and Owen were
standing near Mr. Lucas and when
they noticed him they rushed over to
his side and picked him up and the
patrol wagon was called. Mr. Lucas
was taken first to the city ball and
then to tits home, 710 South Fifth
street, where he died a short time
afterward. Mr. Lucas never gaited
consciousness after the first stroke,
Mr. Lucas was reared in Paducah.
He was a painter and carpenter by
trade. He was well known and had
Always been a good citizen. Mr. Lucas
Is survived by bla wife, Mrs. Mollie
Lucas, and three children, Ray, Hat-
tie and Gladys. He had one sister.
Mn. Nana Adamson. of Trenton,'
Teen., and three brothers. Mr. L. T
Incas, of Madison, Ind . and Mr. Ed
('. and C F. Lucas, of Paragould.
Ark Mrs. Thomas 1.11es. of this eft',
'a a cousin of Mr. Lucia
Funeral arrangements have not yet
been made, but will be held Sunday.




Stinging Rebuke For Er A-
while Bad Boss of First Dis-
trict Republican Politics.
Only One Man on State COM-
althea Was For Him.




For Coagrese--Jerry M. Por-ter, of Clinton.
For Elector—Frank W. Har-ris. of Fulton.
...A.1611MICICI14636361LW6W636WCIM A
Louisville, May 1.—The Rpubll-can state central committee, by a voteof 8 to I, decided the First districtcontroversy in favor of the Taft men,upholding them at every point. Thedecision, which was rendered after aThorough hearing of the case, was astinging rebuke for W. J. Deboe, theFairbanks leader In the first district.who, by refusingsto recognizZ the cre-dentiatent the regularly selected dele-gates ,from Graves county in the Pa-ducah convention, sought tS set asidethe will of the Republiean voters ofthat district.
The coOtest for delegates to the na-tional nonvention between Dr. leranegoed, at Paducah, and Dr. C. H.Linn, of Lyon county, on one side,and Adolph Well and W. J. De-Doe on the other, will go to the na-tional convention.
The state committee held that It isa continuous body and that the ques-tion of eligibility to sit ou the com-mittee could be decided as well yes-terday-. ax after the new committee isorganizid. The Delsoe faction in-sisted that the new committee wouldhave to pass on the sucCession to theseat front the First district. Underthe finding of the committee. whfichN as copeurred in by W. J. Deboe'lpersonal friends on the committee. it-a considered certain that Dr. Boydand Dr. Linn will be seated.
The Spilt at Pseseale.
The committee held that Deboe'lrulings in the Graves county casewere contrams to party law, and thatthe coteiention \chat was held bythe delegates holding the credentialsof the majority was the regular Con-vention.
Mr. Jesse Speighe of Mayfield. Isuphe.d as state central committeemaefrom the First &strict.
J. M. Porter is the Republieasnominee for congress .
The question of delegates, to thenational convention was not touchedon, as that Must be decided by thenational committee.
Mr. Deboe was the only memberof the committee who bolted for Maside. 
•The trouble grows out of the rule',Ing of Mr. W. J. Deluxe a Fairbanksman, who while presiding at the Firs*Aisle( t convention is alleged to havedisregarded the credentials of the
(Continued on Page Eight.)
BACCALAUREATE
The baccalaureate sermon for the
etaduating class of 'Ph will be
preached by the Rev. David C. Wright,
rector of Grace Episoopal chortle lathe evening of Sunday. May 31. The
Sunday Is Ascension 'Sunday and at
the morning hour the Knight,' Temp-:ar will attend .n a body..
THROWN FROM BUGGY
Mrs. Joseph Roof, a popular youngmatron of 110.2 South Fourth street,was thrown from a buggy and bruisedbesides sustaining a gash in her fore-
head, in an exciting runaway onAdams street late yesterday after.noon
Mrs Roof and her sister, Mrs.
Henry Sinewy, had just returnedfrom s visit to their mother, Mrs.Legeay. In the country. After leer-ing Mrs. Sineery at her home Mrs.
Roof started on down to her hus-band's grocery - alone. At Eighth andAdams streets the bevies became
frightened at an automobile and
street car sad started down Adamsstreet at a sun. Mrs Roof pep-kllyheld on 16 the lines and attemptel tostop the animal ad was ItartiClrsuccessful. tonel it shied into iteis•urtaing at the Seventh street crossing'Ind she ,as thrown Out. ere Red-dick and Caney drained the laiat
ttelas Mrs. Root Is nistina
andi•it 111 the ittle
Amos TWO. • THE PArirCAri EVIF:NING SUN •
F 
$2 '16-Button Brown
Silk Gloves at $1,49
WE have just 15 dozen of theselong Brown Silk Gloves, which
are worth $2.00 everywhere, that we
will sell at $1.49. Remember they
are of the best quality silk and the
colors are assorted Brown. You can
match any shade of Brown you wish.
Come early if you want to get size.




322 - 42.4 111'WAY
Rural Mail Delivvey Pays. gestion of the Poetaster General.
The statistics iaf the Postoffice De_ adding a parcels delivers to the *lirai.
service; there Is every reateti hi be-
lieve that the **stem would add heavi-
ly to the postal revenues and peewee
more than self-supportiog. It is a
matter of surprise that the effqrt of
the department in this particular has1
not found more decielve backing at
the hands of farmers, merchants and
other country dwellers, for whom suck
a service would prove of the greatest
convenience.—Philadelphla Record.
partment indicate that the rural de-
' Lvery system pays its way notwith-
standing its very considerable cost.
The records show that in 1897 the
initial cost di rural delivery was only
$14,840; but there was a deficit in
that year of $1,411.779. Ten years
later, in 1907, therural delivery ex-
pendltures had reathed an aggregate
.of $26,755.524, but the yearly postal.
shows, at leiet, that the ratio Of de-
ficit moves in a contrary direction to
the ratio of rural delivery expendi-
ture. The fact smears to be that
the rural delivery has proved a
bringer-in of new revenue. There
Las also been accomplished a saving
of $12,000,000 through the closing of
small postoffices and discontinuance
of star routes.
Should Congresi adopt—the sug-
MOW
"Bridget," said Rrs. Grouches, "1
dont like the looks of that man Who
called to see you last night." "Well,
e-ell," replied Bridget, •-aih't it funny,
ma'am? He said the same about you."
—Philadelphia Press.
Woman's tears and a dog's limp




Is the joy of the household, for without
it to happiness can be complete. How
sweet the picture of mother and babe!
Angels smile at and commend the
thoughts and aspirations of the mother
bending over the cradle. The ordeal through
which the expectant mother must pass, how-
ever, is so full of danger and suffering that she
looks forward to the hour when she shall feel
the exquisite thrill of motherhood with indescribable dread and fear.
Every woman should know that the danger, pain and horror of c h il .1-
birth can be entirely avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, a scientific
0 liniment for external use only, which toughens and renders pliable all
' the parts, and assists nature in
Its sublime work. By its aid
thousands of women h aye
1/4 passed this great crisis in per-
fect safety and without pain.
t
I Sold at Sr.00 per bottle by druggists Our book
I at pis:elms value to all women sent free Addres•
i 411111111111FIELD RIEVIIIICLA TOR eon, Atlamess, Oa
MOTHER'S
FRIEND





STERLING SILVER, CHINA, CUT GLASS
Appropriate Gifts for All Occasions.
 .go
..NOTICE..
Wallace Park, Season 1908
The Paducah Traction Company begs
to announce that amusement privileges at
Wallace Park have been leased to Mr. W.
C. Malone for the season of 1900. The
company assures its patrons that the park
grounds will be open every day dur-
ing the season; that the usual good oar
will obtain and that provisions have been
made for the amusement, comfort and safe-
ty of every one who patronizes the pla, e.
No disottierly person will be allowed tn
the grounds and no intoxicating. liquors
sold; no condition will be allowed to exist
that would mar the pleasure or offend the
taste of the moat exacting.
The management bespeaks for Mr.
Malone the good wilt and patronage of the
public.





Women, owing to their peculiar func-
tions, are prone to constipation, and
many of their other ills are due to this
Senate Consider& . 
ion in the bowels which tills thek griCUI 
congest
blood with impart, matter that permeates
the entire system. In most cases foultura! Appropriations. breath, bad complertion, sick headache
and such like ills are primarily caused
by constipsvtion or indigestion.
WOCpC12 iouid be happy to learn of
Ser incl'illthabligillbureeklins uun outelirPreared aier-'dettindigelas purity
Kw Mord and lobe up sU Me digestive °meal
This retr,sely is Dr Coldw,1 s `.)rd, Pepsin,
wider& cab bo toughs it any drug store for
la male or IR a hoWs._ WOU100 have been caring
=offer or yews ago coosteads today. thatves with Una Mined. fur slates° Mars.ma buy Dr. (...N.idwell's 8,rup P,,I.1111 with the
IN mars& Wrnstandtt Wu' It vu du as claimed or your
r.tswel-seat here Ifit;is'uve COCl/Poupd is e'iswat to um delicate system sof women be-
muse 4 Its gentle out ',rump t action. Its pleasant
taste and Its freedom from griping It does not
Washington, May 1.—The senate weaken like punratives and cathartics, but
had under consideration the agricultu- builds permanent curs
blarenr?heonuscd ii 0. hi a .gusra yteei.til
the committee ameudinents were dist bsabuaS -
ral appropriation bills Practically al!tiEurn,oprnreerle2m
,.se 
 iitntothsow.eithy 0atvofesratnodusgLaolvvveisitocecheitierelreln.
posed of except those relating to thel,Irsersee:ed to do What a good, lamitiVe Mould,db and does it Ur. Mrs Tyner, of 108 Mc-
Darent service, whiel will be taken up iLartia Ave.. St. ;111. Mo.. is shed Lose, that it
tomorrow. cured tier onmullea on and stomach trouble sodrecommends it to American womankind. She is
hi the House. 'but one of thouaands who are load in preler of it.
Consideration of the sundry ei,,ii,isyrouyeouliewinrcelawnevc•zrui.red it shouldold be,!roti 
.
hDess
appropriation -bill Ives resumed in the Solt:dal 
thatrep 
 start cited use cite Print-ale-
sell
house. Townsend, of Michigan, of- nou 
sin 
2),Ziiral.enleirrsaat
fered an amendment increasing from
Amount for Etantination of ItedIrcestalr
.1coiounts its Inter:date ('out.
MIS.. IOU }Witted.
DRY cIVIL BILL
$50,000 to $150,040 the approprig-
than for enforcement of the interstate
commerce commission of that clause
of the Hepburn act directing :the com-
mission to cause to be mode examina-
tions of accounts of interstate rail-
roads to determine- whether the lalr
is being violated and to make pubic
the results of such examination. At-
Let four hours' debate the amendment
strestsfeldr— '""----7—
e house disagreed to the senate
amendments -to the District of Colum-
bia and -"pension appropriation bills
aid Dent them to conference.
Regarding tamed twee&
Washington, May 1.—The house
conieutittee on public lands ordered a
favorable report on the senate bill
providing that where proofs offe
contention of homestead entries
hive heretofore been rejected, the'
shall be reinstated and confirmed if
the entry man can show he lived upon
the land at least eight months out of




-Washington, Ma 1.—The presi-
dent's suggest.on looking to legisla-
doh authorizipg the government to
charge tor the woof .vstes °Carding
for powperpossanttis negatived
fhe senate committee on commerce.
The matter received consideration
before the committee in connection
sub' the bill introduced by Seuator
Stone authorizing the constructioo of
a dam across the Jansen river, In ills-
stmts.. and received thorough discus-
sion at the hands of the confinittee.
The vote was thres In favor of the
proposition to itve against. There was
only a bare quorum of the committee
Present anti the result can esarcvly be
accepted as the final announcement
of conthilttee's policy on the subject.
Adveree Report.
Washington. May 1 -- 'An  adverse
report was ordered by the house com-
mittee on public lands on the senate
bill providing four niontine leave or
absence during the whiter for all Philadelphia 
homestead settlers. The committee Batteries—Rucker and
expressed the opinion that instead of ran and Dooin,
helping the bona fide settlers the bill
rostrieted him, in as much as his
homestead cannot' now be put in je0-
peirdy unless lie is away from it biz
womb*.
Mr. Popley (crossly)—"No; and
take milk at all now. He used to like
st, bot—
her. ropier (crossly)—"No. and
it's all oq account of your impru-
dence.'
Mrs. Popiey—My imprudence?"
Mr. Popley—You allowed him to




There are certain nerves
that control the action
of the heart. When they
become weak, the heart
action is impaired. Short
breath, pain around heart,
choking sensation, palpi-
tation, fluttering, feeble
or rapid pulse, and other
distressing symptoms fol-
low. Dr. Miles Heart Cure
is a medicine especially.
adapted to the needs of
these nerves and the mus-
cular structure of the




-Per years I suffered with What
thought was stomach trouble, when
th• doctors VA.] 110. I had heart
trouble I had tried many remedies,
when the Dr Miles al niAnac cam•
Into my hands. and I rloncludiad to
try In'. Miles' Heart Core I hails
takes three bottles, iind now I it_
not suffering at all. I am cured 5.4.4
this medicine did ft. I welts Oda rhthe hope that It will attract the at-
tention of other, who 'stiffer OP I did."
MRS. D. liARK(01_,
504 Kato at Covington. ge.
YOU/ druggist sells Dr. Wee' Neer.
Cure. rind as authorise him to return
price at nest bottle' (only) If ii fall.
to benefit you.
Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, Intl
FREE TEST :..."°1`umUai trestecaN.lag a holl monde bells NM Is wet sem as
Mermen On torsoanr.• This Ow it to mom Nett*
flosot•soil do U es Cl.,, end is tali ogee is
who lows sem tams Sit. head be It Ii PM awe aalf
symptoms of slmters, Pm. or rem' disessa lisident
cksaosi effective laxative tor thi'dren, some, sad sadA purloined, mossmet holes ma. tarrimuc VERDICT: "se 1...taatIvO SO arta=
wag CALDWELL'S SYRUP PE P31111."







Chicago  It 8
Pittsburg .. lo 6
New York .... 7
Philadelphia__ . . . 14 7
Boston ------------14 7
Cincinnati  . .11 ;
Brooklyn  14 6












Chicago. May 'I —The vititor's
errors in the fourth gave Chirairdllthe
game.
The metre: II ti
Chicago „ ...... 3 4 1-
Pittsburg   1 4 1
Batteriee—leraser aud Kling; Ray
mond and Hostetter
At Hamm.
Bhston. May 1.—Boderman's home
run hit in the ninth won for Boston
Boston 7 8 1
New York  2 10 3
Batterle_s—Plaherty and Bower-





Brooklyn, May 1 Lumley and
Rucker's hitting sere the feature.
The score: R }I E













P. W. L. Pet.
....13 S 4 .692
....ld 6 .615
16 9 8 .6(t0
14 7 7 .500
14 7 " 7 .500
_15 7 8 .467
14 6 9 .357
11 4 8 .333
At New York.




The score: it H 14:
St Louis   9 11 0
Cleveland  1 4 2
Batteries—Howell and Spencer;













Lord Roberts, In ids book, tells 3
good story of a native Indian servant
who had been 'told to prepare a bath
at a certain hour. A fierce attack
was in the meanwhile delleered by the
enemy, and lp the thick of it the
rvant, who had made his way
through the storm of bullets, *sud-
denly appeared among the headqbar-
ter, staff. "Sahib." said he to his
maseter, "your bath is resily." An
even better story is told by H. Bet-
tis ,which comes from the 14talakand
in Cbitral, and which concerns a sub-
altern who was awakened one morning
be a brother eitirattern's servant pull.
fug at his foot "Sahib" whispered
the servant, ante-Mating wrath ".5-
Mb, what am I to do? My master
Old MP to wake him at half past G.
and he has nest reme lobed till 7." -
Dundee Advertiser .
 moo'
A young man flpidom discovers
that h., is in lose until the girl In the




1,,t_ tsweibo —Tor-Tut; N THIN Slott\ ING.
(dad to Get Breakfast at tit> Jail
alai ite 11elegtaesi1 roles Poles
thuttudy.
•
Some good sound advice was given
to tpur boys (runt Chicago this MOD-
itrK by Police Judge Cruet, who lien
before him on a charge of lineteb of
oidinans-e. They gave their
its Warner Anderson, Jote Hornier
George Totter and Salver Toner, rang-
Mg in age from 17 to 20 year4. Pa-
trolmen spied them at the l'elon'sta-
lion yesterday aftenioun and told
them to get out of the city, but this
morning on South Eing street Patrol-
men Roe's% and Brennan found them
slumbering lu a box car. They were
taken to the city hall, and City, Jailer
Brown gave them a good brcakfast.
Their story itt court this morningu
site that they left Chicago Saturduy
nietit, and were bound fur the south
to nee its wonders. Burster and Toil-
er were from Detroit, but joitied
isrty in atkago, and started out
The 'ad.* advised game to turn
northward end get homSe as quketly
leeeriblit. The boys bad found ou‘
the world was mat so cheery who n
awes from home without money, and
psomised.to leave for Some before s
o'clock. On this eonditiou Judie'
Cross suspended judgment. .
Why Is Sugar Sweet?
If sugar did not dissolve in the mOuIli
you could not taste the awe. t
GROVE'S IASTELESS CHILL TON
IC 18 as *Gag as the strongest liek
ter tonic, but you do not taste the
bitter because the ingredients do Lot
dissolve In the mouth, but do disaol e
eadily in the acids dt the stommil
s just as good for Grown People as
or Children. The First and Origin .1
'ageless Chill Tonic. The Standasd
or 30 years. fiec.
wedding Rosie.
It happened at The Little Church
Across the Street.'
A wedding was in progress.
The organist had played sLohen-
grin Coming In" and was prepared to
play "Menaelisolin Going Out."
During the ceresnorer-the sirens of
"Call lte-Thlas Own" Were billet Wtili
the Prayer Dori tonics.
' Suddenly tbe settee wkiipered in
the ear of the organist, "Roth of
them's been married three times!"
Instantly the fingers on the key
board modulated on the key of Gee
fiat, and through the low-vaulted
a•eles rippled that beautiful Opus
291h Street, "Just For Today'." --Suc-
cess Magazine.
Why not borrow, your neighbor's
‘-pectacles and have a look at your
sn latiTtz,"
IMPORTANT DECISION
Cale of much interest was 'tried last
Tneeday before Judge Emery, where
Getrge Ficklth, of thSi city, was
charged with selling intoileating
liquors, and the evidence showed he
sold Dr. Fizz, Cremo and Vivo, pre-
pared by, A. bt. Laevlson & Co., and
the proof all went to show these bev-
erages were non-intoxicating. and the
%We was dismissed,' as no etiolation of
the law could be proven.
The decision of the court will act
favorably with the sale of Dr. Eisz.
Vivo and Cremo, which are prepare]




For first class Plumbing and
Gas Fitting see
121.2INIIMIST BAUM(1A11.2l)
Siati mates carefully gi v en. Jobbinv
a specialty. I /Id peon. 2I0.-s1
Country Vinegar
Guaranteed pure apple rider
Two years old. In gallon Jug.
40 mita.
M. T. RILEY







We have just opened
perfeetly appointed
private Dining loom
for the use of small
PHONE 332 FOR
ENGAGEMENTq. .
RIB Styles in women's footwear
have a certain elegem* and daintiness
whic t appeal strongly to fastidious woolen, but
the American women demand something more
—comfort and durability.
In Li France Shoes for Women the lat-
est and most approved Parisian styles
are linked with a perfect fit, absolute
comfort and lona wearing qualities.
The finest leathers that can be
used in shoemaking, and the most
C xpert, conscientious workman-
'ship that ever stitched shoe-
leather together, comb in e to
make the La France Shoo
superior to all. The prices
are $3 to $4 per pan'.






of every description can be had at
this pharmacy at reasonable pricee.
Something like hot water hags, (nun.
Lain syringes. etc., you should have it,
the house at all times. Come and buy
them here and you'll be assured of
first-claas quality as: well As economy
in cost. This applies to special sick
room needs as well as to articles of
every-day use.




THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
p.itinpt•AN, ICNITOKY.
VATTED STATES DEbOKIVOR,Y,
capita. gorplion sad redivided !Volts 11400,0o0 no
Shareholders Itesponeibilky   2te5000 00
Total iteeponelisility tu Depositotm  1100.000 00
5. 11. Pere/dein. .14144. J. 'FRIEDMAN. Vice Pereldreth
J. ILL UTTERRAt 'E. (adder. C. It RICHARI)sSIN, Asst. iSoilder.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS.
DIRECTORS,
A. E. ANSPACHER, S. H. HUGHES, S. A. FOWLER. .I. 1. PRIED.
J. C. l'TTICitil.telK, DR. J. O. Illit4X)ES, BRACK OWEN.
CLIP YOUR HORSES
They look better, feel header and work better.. Clipped horses are cagier
to groom and YoU are  not annoyed by bores hairs when driving. We
have an electric Machine and an expert operator and will give you as
gout, work as can be does, at sae regular pi ice.
THE TULLY LIVERY CO.
' Ist,or p.. vs led
Fourth and Kentucky Av•nua
FOR SALE
Lumber, iron, all salvage of former Harry
Anderson stable. Purchaser to remove debris
at once. Phone or call on
ED D. HANNAN
Itmith 1111111140A 201 - 1.5 .2 te•tiith I -•ttiet It St.
119.1111•111110111•11111111111e 
200,000 PLANTS
The largest assortment of roses at Id
plants in the city, also 25,000 plants at
less than 3 cents. '175,000 other plants
















'1.1 I r. l'A I )1 TCAH EVENING SUN. • !Ada MIMI
OYSTER BAY WILL BE QUIET AS USUAL
THIS SUMMER WHILE IT IS CAPITOL
I tltittip About People and






Waibington, I). C., May I --Hands
off; no interference with the - cam -
Paige; no atseeohes to vrboopicg pant-
ies! delegations., no tripe into the
provinces) to help dot Republican cats-
This. In brief, le the attitude tate
president will maintain during the
.rampitign, aecording to the emphatie
woertion of his right hand min, See-
retaTy Loeb, and id he proves a trut
Proithet the coming summen at ()as-
ter Bay will be just about as dull at
it sas four years ago when the ;treat-
dent was running and tisaaretary Our-
talyou as chairman of the Reoubllean
national committee was conducting
the most huebful agtou shoe" esavacs
ter record.
As dring !eat suanticr and several
111.13111104PTO previotthiy, th president will
- not be at home" to uninvited
sorest* during the coming
Those who wlah neeetbe presideut
-wow 11711114Fifilfrfii s''oretetr
Loeb *r Amintaut aleurelara Lattr.
staking for an appoistment. If they
- fall to do do and rajou y. to Oyster
ilits without an Invitation to tail.
they ell' have spent Holt. railroaa
fare and time for nothing. Th..
Ferret stervke guards stationed at Sae-




I present plans be sill leave for Oyster
.Bay on June 25 and will remain there
moil about the first of October. Ha,
!summer offices will be located in the
,samo place us last year and sevens
ears before, on the second floor of
Moore's provision kaure. corner at
y
Main and South streets, and his force
of secretaries, stentograpbert, it-I,'it-I,'
graphers and messengers will be the





lancle Sam was scolded the °the;
day by Secretary of Smite Root, be-
hind the closed doors of the appropria-
tions committee of the house. A re
port of the proceedings of the com-
mittee. just made public. shows Duet
the seeretary dellyered a lecture ma
leternationat etiquette hi whieb be
p ouointed t that this country's deport-
neat toward other nations is capably
of cousiderable improvement.
"We have been very much in the
habit of sendinganritationa to foreign
-coantries all Norte of meetings and
exhibitions bore," said the secretary
"/ think sometimes we have yielded
to the impollunitim of people.' who
are interested, without fully restaging
that we cannot seud an invitation
Willeuris_14rt tlar I oarily r a aain rg t aante htro p t loient:bfonr-
gallon." He bad come to the capitol
t-FT;ination to palp-iit nn the -Cen-
tennial Expoeition at Quito Hicuador,
le the Past-American Scientific Con-
giesa, At Santiago. Chile; and In the
Parastmerican Congress at Buenos,
Ayres. He is interested also in the I
appropriation of Caula.000 for the ;
Japanese expo! i t ion.
"If we invite people to come over I
though they In, men of the greatest :.ere and make e !mecum of undertak-
Sinporarae la businese or polities. sots that our people have an interent 1
arid a fleet'ag view of the broad le " said Mr. Root, "we are bound to
portlier' of Ow Oreeklent's cottage will go and inane a success of their under-
b • all (hey VII get of the exa•utio. takings; and every invitation we send
I rabence. Of course there are a eta.- inrolyes g double obligat)on; one Is
Lain nuMbs r of nien who need no form ati obligation to see that the gentle-
" i tuvitation and whar are always we.- men who come here 111 response VI)
'anew to cross the peeeident's threah-ittie invittation are properly cared for,
bold no matter whether he is in Wash- ' and the other an obligation to appro.
ington or at his-bonie on Long le- t te-tate the necessary money to retool
land. The members of his cabinet., the compliment end send somebody
Sterator Lodge and a few others would there.
bt, passed by the secret service ode-1 i We have been invited to Ecuador
'retires If tbey ;'.it In an appearance to attend three successive expositiona
sasmidnigfit. Hut (*.rep these fated i-ard tior have come and 'spent e eery
ft arattrould_not. g0 -to-Ay stersBas --willt- largos arnoollt _of. moriefaar se- anaa41-1
.out first sending word of theta Mien:, anti poor Oates and' we are under an
.tson. Secretaries: Taft, Root. Corte!4 obligation•to rerpon-d now that she is
Pia sad Gargeld, Annette? (Several
Horapatte and Pootteaster General
_Meyer -are potty certain to pay the
pnoident two 'or three visits soiree
&trine tile three mooths he will bast in pretty good shales"
his home. and Fiecretetty Taft, grantal
he It. nominated a: chicatoo, mar be
a snore frequent visitor ,f. the Mogi-
neer of the campaign will allow aim
Li snake the trips -
If the. president follows Out AM
trying to do something to get herself
Into the *until and have poop'e wee
whet six. has got and to enlarge her
trade. and I think we ought to do-it
The secretary will tsrobaisly-
ino.noo for this' exposition.
N/OU may be so rich you don't care what youspend for clothes; you may need to consider
the cost carefully. But you'll never he so rich, nor
so poor, that you don't care what you get for
your money, and how the clothes look.
Spend whatever you like here so/ long as you are willing to pay the price of
having it good quality. At $20 and $25 we are selling some exceptionally good
values in suits They're ROXBORO and Hart, Schaffner & Marx goods,* and
there's nothing about them that isn't right.
We are showing so many browns that the variety is bewildering.. Tans, grays,
olis es, greens, stripes of all kinds; hair lines, chalk stripes; you can't find or think
of anything new we don't show.
Notice the display of hair lines and chalk stripes shown in our corner window.
YOUR hat ought to fit more
than your head; it ought to
fit your face, your clothes, your
feelings. We do it all here for
$3; either Ludlow or Imperial;
the best hats in the country ever
sold for $3.
A big line of $2 hats, smart in
style, and in all colors Stetson's








1F once we get to supply your
shirts from our line, you'll
wonder where you've been all
this time. They're not the usual
ready made shirts; they're made
in a better way, with the new
little ideas that men like; they
fit; and at $2 you will find some
beauties. Others,.$1 50 to $3.50.
IT'S great to see the way the
young fellows take to these
newt clothes we are sellin-g.
Just what they want, just as they'
want it, and very comfortable
prices. Suits, $15, $18, $20,
$22.50, $25 and $30.
For the smaller beys we have
the "real things" in smart Nor-
folk., Sailors, Russians; good
fabrics, stripe., checks, $3.50,
$5, $6.50, $7 50, $10.
Zigeekikailit
tYs BROADWAY
ES TA L1S1-1ED 1868 cLoTritS







wonders why be did such a foolish 
Cincinnati  
thing   Evansville  24.0 0.3 rise
.1.10renCe--nalbaint.
!Johnsonville  14.$ 1.8 rise
Louisville   9.1 0.0 it'd
Mt. Carmel 11.5 0.1 rise
• Nardiville 21.7 0.1 fall
Pittsburg   4.6 0.8 'rise
St. Louis 16.5 1.2 fat
VernonMt  23.7 0.3 rise
.Paducab . 27.0 0.5 rise
IturusIdes  7.4 1.0. fall
Carthage  12.5 3.0 fall
,being weak. The boat will be repaired
Immediately. The Reaper le a tow-
toat belonging to the West Kentucky
Coal company.
Almost every day the average man
THERE'S no time





$3.00 sees the introduction
safely over, w.ith an ever-
lasting friendship well in












  10.3 0.0 it'd
22.7 1.2 rise
River stage at 7 o'clock' this morn-
ling read 27.0, a rise of 0 5 since yes-
terday morning.
! The Dick Fowler got away on time
this morning for Cairo with a big trip
at freight and passengers. She will
return at 9 o'clock tonight.
I The Kentucky arrived- yesterday
,afternoon from the Tennessee with
two car loads of Peanuts. twelve car
',tads of lumber and twp car loads -of
titixed freight, the latter for the Pa-
ducah oharfboat. She went on to
itrookport last night. and unioaded
! er freight and returned this morn-
sg and Is now taking on freight, pre-
oaring to leave for the Tennessee to-
morrow night at 6 o'clock. ,
The Cite of- WW1° tame out or
h. Tennessee last night at 9 O'clock
amok blocked off with freight for
at. Louie. She also had about 190
.xeursionists from Chicago. Who are
making th• round telp on the galtIllo.
The George Cowling- muds two
trips from Metropolis to Paducah .and
return, having toot trips of freight
and passengers eaoh time.
The Joe Fowler was in from Ea-
aneviUe today With a big trip of
freighT and a number of passengers
She returned imitedietely to than.-
le.
The John S. Hopkins will be the
Essnaville packet tomorrow morning.
Tre Lyda failed to get away last
night for the Cumberland. but left
this morning after a tow of ties.
The Harvester arrived from St.
Louie !apt night with four empty
1
berates for the West Kentucky Coal
company. The Harvester made a m-
ord trip this time to Si. Louis and
rr tune. She was gone from her land-
ing tip the Tennessee only 92 hours
tan her way to St. holes she took a
tow of coal of five pierce and one fuel
list. Ninety-two. hours is the best
time ever made to St. Louis and re-
turn by • toe/haat carrying a tow
each way.
The Egan arrived today from
raseyville with a tow of coal for the
Weld 'Kentucky Coal company.
The Royal had a gond trip of
freight and peseengers each way on
her trip between Golconda and Padta
!cab today. .
The Parma& lett this niorolos for
the ciaaaansaa Idtbr a tow of ass
for the Ayer & Lott eorntretiy.
lag for the Tennessee after a tow of
tits for the Ayer &.Lord Tie come
pany.
The Ca/taint, one of the Ayer &
Lord- towboats, broke a shaft up the
Cumberiand river yesterday afternotth
end the Hotimer was sent lin the
Cumberland' to tow the Castalia to
r Paducah to be repaired.
. The Kentucky is having new stacks
Put on her today,
Allard Jones, chief engineer. and
Joe Vick,- his assistant, both resigned
from the Pavonia last night. Herb
!Volt' will go as chief engineer on the
iPavonla.Boss Berryman is holding the posi-tion as steersman on the steamer
Dick Fowler.
The Reaper was ,Inspected yester-
day by Government Inspectors Green
ail(' St. John and was condemned on
account of the legs of the mud drum
°Octal Forecasts.
The Obio, at Eyansvilie and Mt.
Vernon. not mach change derttoe' the
next 24 to 36 limos ,At Paducah and
Cairo, will rise Slightly during the
next 24 hours.
The Tennessee, front Florence to
the mouth, will continue rising 12 tti
36 hours.
The Mississippi. at Chester, will
fall during the rext 26 hours. At
Cape. dirardean no material change
tonight, then fall.
The Wabash. at Mt. Carmel. will
contlour fig.ng during the next 36
hours.
A iterwarkable Pedigree.
A Cowley eminty 'paper conitaints
this advertfisentent of a cow for sae:
"Some months ago I purchased
from.nty friend. Hon. IT. W. lions, a
pedigreed Cow. I want to sell her
owing to the rheurnatflon in my left
leg, caused by her kicking at a fence
post 'and striking me. -When I first
purchased her she sas very wild, but
I have succeeded in taming her no that
I can peep through the corral without
her tearing the gate down. To a man
who is a good Christian and does sot
fear death, she would be a valuabla
menial. taut I want to sell her to
someone elo will treat Aer right. She-
ar one-fourth sherthorn, two fourths
hyena and the balance just ordinary
cow. She will be sold cheap for cash.
-C. M. Scott, two and a half miler
east of Arkansas City, Kan."-:-Kan-
eas City Star.
ar'Does anybody around here mak.,
a success of farming?" _
"Yrs." answered Farmer Coantos-
eel. "OF Joe Struthers does.
sold his farm and is puttini the m ey
out at interest among us 7fers"
-WaahIngto Star.
Supplemental Entoo4nt
Parents or guardi s -Italian the
city limits ,who h314 children be-
tween the aged Lix and twenty
ycare, you are 9titItied to all (be pras
lieges of ott plendid pub:le schoo:s,
in order t t we may draw our there
of the a4ateseeh6o1 fund it is abso-
lutely necessary to have the name of
eye* child, white or colored of
school age living In the city. It may
e pgaajble that the entimerators
elected by the board of education
have missed some children who
should have been listed.
If is Pfesterned that pa-rents re
guardians know whether their. dill-
then have been properly listed. It not
will you kindly report same to
either of the undersigned within the
next week.
J. A. CARNAGMY, Surd:
J. K. SONDURANT, Pres.
C. ela KELLY, Clerk.
• Board of Education.
-1Imitet anything of value--eren
tiseugh thy value be sentimental, ro-
mantic or Itietoricean be gold
through O detained ad.
LOUIS CLARK'S SPECIALS
For Saturday, May 2
3 lb. can Mocha and Jaya Coffee, .90c. .7.0 lb can Pure Lard  
Sugar-cured llama per lb , 12.1ale Quart jar Olives 
calls Whole Tomatoes
7 bars Swift Pride Soap
a:ter Potatoes, a quert  
la lb pall Pure lord  
r.1.5 New Potatoes, a peek
2 dozen Lemons
 15 3 twiste•Besetter Tobacco  10r
15 3 sacks Smoking Tottery° Ific
16
160   26e
25e  40e
3 3 lb. cans Tomatoes 25c
2 goblets Mustard 15c
2 jars Sliced Bacon. 15C
4 Pkgs. A. & N. sods 
2 cans Kidney neaps 
2 cans Pumpkin 
2 cans Hominy -
2,e box Toilet Soap 
2 cans Corn 
2 pkgs. Currants 
a pkgs. Jell° 
I pkgs. Dr. Price Sugar Jelly ... $6
Quart jar Sliced Dill Pickles .... 20
Tb Navy beans 
t lb@ n. E Pea,.  2
dos. boxes Salty Matches . 10
Gallon can Apples  3
Gallon can Corn Syrup  40
Gallon can Tomato Catsup  4
Game can old Time Molasses   6










ps   Wheat Flakes,. 15c-a ......assa
• rolls Toilet Paper ...,
Naval Oranges, per dositu
Russet Apples, a Peek
2 cons Chunk Pineapple 
2 2-1b cans Table Peaches 




2 cane Clover Leaf Salmon .... 15,-
2 cans Pink Salmon - 26,
0 lbw Layer Raisins 
Tbs rowderett Sugsr • 
• nos Cut Loaf Sugar 
2 lb.. Heins Apple Butter  26c
2 eane Thistle PPS! ---------25.-
2 cam Little Follow Peas 35e
I David H. Hill's CM. " Viettors to the home of David B
i 11111 these days And him playing with
, a big block cat that looks like a Rost
fcousin of a mountain lion. It Is ap-
parently the great granddaddY of all
, tte cats La- the world, boa it likes
David B. Hill and cuddle* up to hint
nod purrs like a 1507 model moto..
ear Tit-hen the mastØ of Wdlfert's
Roost tickles the,16t, of his head.
I "What do ) call the cat'!" ask-
iedvisitor who was talking to Hill
r(ecently and wondering why and
wherefore the cat.
"I call him ,Richard Croker," said
New Yorkal former Senator.
And the visitor goinned appreviat-
ively.-New YoitAk r.C.14P01416
If you imagine this Isa cold un-
, s>nspathetic world, tell people you
have a cold and listen to their sug-
gestions.
THE new Kingston Suits which we areshowing fairly bloom with spring fresh-
ness. They're especially tailored for us in one
of the best shops in the country, where the
hand of the crafts-
man is guided by the force
of brains made clear by
experience. That's the
reason our kind of clothes
have a habit of looking
more expensive than they
really are. The price





But whatever you pay u,
%our guaranty of your en
tire satisfaction is alwaN
included. Come tomor-
row and see the handsom-
est line of spring suits you
ever laid your eyes or.
It's up to you whether ,
buy or not; welcome to
look anyway.
U. G. GULLETT & CO.
i I mecorpcyrr.
lake Your Yee( to Gullett's. 312 Broadway




THE SUE PUBLISHING COMPANY.
DICORIroiLATICD.
• P. M. PIIIHKR. Pretreat
IL Y. pairrou. General Merger.
Urger at the postoter at Padassk.
El.. as imecoud clams =attar.
airmscairrtosi RATS
rEll DAILY BM
lig Claerler. per week  oe
We mem per month, In &desolate.. .1111
lig mail. per year. in advances —SIM
"MB WMIDICLY 11IN.
ref year. by mail. poota•y• paid ..$1.1111
address THIll BUN. Parer, Ky...
Gres, 116 South Third. Phase tr.
Payne & Teur. arra sal New
Work. repribeentatIves.
THZ RUN esa be tour at the follow-
er places.








3 8933 17 3934
3 3924 IS 3925
4 3922 19 3945
5....»...2921 20 3945
G. ...... .3937 21 3943
7 3940 23 3940
9 3936 24 1940
10  3932 25 3945
11  3932 26 3962
11  3929 27 1971
13  3938 28 3977
14 3944 30 3978
16 3936 31 3987
102,516
Averayk for March, 1108 3943
Average for March, 1907  3844
Increase  99
Personally appeared before me, this
April 1. 1908, R. D. McMillen, busi-
ness manager of The Sun, who affirms
that the above statement of the cir-
culation of The Sun for the month of
March. 190s. is true to the best of his
knowledge and belief.






The outcome of his own living is:
The bymme wrongs bring forth sor-
row and woes.
The bygone right breeds bliss.
- —Edwin Arnold.
THE DECISION AGAINST DEBOE.
Be the decisive vote of eight to
Me, the Republican state central com-
,mittee declared J. C. SPeight, of May-
field, the associate of P. M Fisher,
First district chairman., and Jerry M.
Porter, of Clinton, candidate for con.
gress. thereby expressing .ita disap-
proyal of W. J. Deboeat oduct at. 
thedistrict convention, and Indorsing
the action of the Taft men in revolt-
ing from his ruing. Deboe himself,
In an impassioned speech, in which
be called everybody bad names, who
didn't agree with him, said his honor
was at stake, and we believe it was.
There are men in Kentucky, who
honestO supported Fairbanks for the
presidential nomination. We believe
they are of the same mind as The
Sun, which ardently supported Wil-
liam H. Taft. but desired only a fair
test of public sentiment in Kentucky.
But thew men are not those who
led the Fairbanks tight The lead-
cis of that side car:y manifested a
deere to gain control of the district,
stale and national delegations, not in
the interest of Charles W. Fairbanks,
but of themse yes. Note the plea they
put up for un,nstructed delegations
in this district, and their organiza-
tion of the ahortite Foraker club.
Their mischievous nterference with
a fair expression of the will of the
Republicans of Kentucky may result
in the state going Democratic next
tall; for they have not hesitated to 
attack -the nitIonal administration
and the nen], of the leading mina
date for the presidential nomination
They do not care whether the state
rennin. Republican or whether the
next president is a Republican, If they
' may control the organization in Ken-
tucky.
The conduct of the district chair-
man at the convention in this cit,
of which he had boasted before hand.
was only part of the whole perfid:ous
scheme to steal the state and exploit
It for the political aggrandizement of
a few. Eleboe's conduct was Just a
• tries too raw for the state eommit-
times& It did an unusual thing in
absehttely reversing the ruling of the
district chairman and declaring the
convention over which he prepided a
rump, and the one which revolted ant
organized witheist him. regular Be-
fore Deboe had e-genized his conven-
tion in Paducah Tat" men by accianta,
lion elected a chairman in hie place
and proceeded with the order of busi-
ness right In his presence, while he
• and 52 te of the 140 delegates tried
to do the same thing, but lulled
aikertalned just where they would
have to contest in order -to make out
a prima facie right to consideration.
One of those places was Grates coun-
ty, but before they came to Graves
county. Deboe permitted the contest-
ing Fairbanks Calloway delegation,
with credentiaa Ettord by the county
chairman, to vote, and he gave as hie
reason that the credentials were so
signed. When he came to Graves
county he seated the Fairbanks dele-
gation, in spite of the fact that the
Taft delegation had credentials
signed by the chairman. That is
where the split came.
It was so palpable a fraud that it is
strange he had the audacity to con-
test before the state committee. But
It was part of a bold scheme that was
state wide and financed from some
outside source. That faction spent
thousands of dollars in this district In
the name of Falrbanki.
The -First district convention was
called March 11, six weeks before any
other district convention in the state.
The reason for the early call is ap-
parent in the conduct of IV. J. Deboe.
His co-conspirators expected him to
carry this district by his arbitrar)
methods, thus showing to the whole
country early in the contest for dele-
gates, that there was a strong Fair-
banks sentiment in Kentucky and
that the solid south was not for the
national administration. It might
have worked, had there been any sort
of Fairbanks sentiment in western
Kentucky, but his real followers are
so few and the Yaft sentiment is so
strong, that nothing short of the dee
erate tactics resorted to would avai:.
and now the state committee has re-
buked Deboe.
Whether that slap will serve to
warn the other conspirators It Is im-
possible to say. At the county con-
ventions the Taft wave swept tbe
state, but the Deboe "bunch" has
shouted fraud from the housetops
and contested everything that went
against them. How much truth there
is in their insistence that the people
of Kentucky are for Fairbanks la re-
vealed to UP in the necessity that im-
pelled Deboe to ruthless methods at
the district convention. and In the
unanimous vote for Taft In the Mc
Cracken county convention. The ah
leged Fairbanks leaders declare they
will bolt the state convention, if they
are not given what they demand.
They bolted everywhere in the south.
We, presume the- are paid the same-
atnount for bolting in Kentucky. that
the colored voters of Florida were
paid.
But they will get what they de-
serve. Ignominy will be meted out
to them at Ule state convention. The
honors will go to the winners. There
will be some political black eyes ad-
ministered When the delegates meet
in Louisville next Wednesday, and no
politician woted wish to appear le a
national convention with a black eSe,
would be!
But the struggle has been worth
the while. For twenty-five years De-
hoe has stood in the ring taking a
sound pommelling every year for the
last several. The decision went against
him for a foul: but it was because he
couldn't raise his hand above the heft
this time. His limp form is hanging
over the ropes never to rise again.
He has been a doughty warrior. If he
Is a trifle awkward in handling pie
parts of speech.
May can thank April for that rain
that saved the fruit.
Why doiv't they correct that ridicu-
lens charge: -Men are not arrested for
carrying concealed deadly weapons:
but for falling to conceal them.
The rules or the Mate committee
preerribed that In a contest the chair-
man ahottld recognize the right of the
delegation. bearing eredentials Wood
by the county chairman, to vote on
temporary organiratiou Night of the
thirteen cointlem were tor T
aft, and
had eredentitis propsrly *lased. This
gave the Taft men 6710 Mt ramporary
Organ Ay e:
WHO ARE THEY?
We do not understand the animosity
of certain Republican newspapers.
They do not seem to care whether tbt.
pert' wine this year or not, so they
can injure Secretary Taft. They know
in all probability be will be nomin-
ated. The whole country knows he is
fearless and honest. Yet we see the
St. Louis Globe-Democrat playing up
in a conspicuous -place on the fern/
Page an article, purporting to be • de.
nial by Secretary Taft of an alleged
story, heretofore unpublisbed, that he
brIben w' 7 OTWr. of Tennessee,
with a contract in Cuba. The main
part of the Globe-Democrat's article
dries not deal Mth the 'denial, but
with the colorable facts which might
indicate some reason why .Me. Taft
should need to bribe Mr. Oliver. The
alleged fa'-t given by the Globe-Dem-
ocrat as a basis for the story art
false, and Must be known to hos false
by the paper. •
It Pavia that after Oliver was turned
doern on the Panama contract he got
busy in Tennessee and secured a state
delegation inetructed against Secre-
troy Taft. Now. Mr. Oliver did not do
any such thing. Put if he had, it
would avail Mr. Taft nothing to bribe
Oliver after it was dome
Anyone, who remembers the dis-
graceful proceedings of the "rump"
-onirolled by Mr. Oliver. which as-
saulted snd beat the state chairman
and drove him from the hall, prevent-
ing him from calling the convention
to order, and then proceeded Orme-
lerly to hold it convent:on, knows how
much standing the itant Tennessee
bullies, Oliver took to Nashville on a
bypdal train, will have before the na-
tional convention.
If Secrets-es of War Tilt denounced
Bose toe In his own state and defied
Foraker. he can hardly be suspected
of bribing a man eith a half million
dollar contract for the state of Ten-
nessee, While the eiterie north and
weer, excepting the "Favorite Ben'
states are for him.
On the front page of the same Is-
MM. Ike Globe-Demount gives
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the inside page it describes the
convention in these words:
"Half the delegates had their heads
oot of rue *endow 1000.14-, at a fight
between the police and the eoraker
element." Note the consist, nes and
impartiality of a paper publishing two
aucb statements in the Sant: iseue.
Hired rowdies and bullies to Intim-
idate the people, if possible, to break
lap the conventions otherwise, is the
policy of the opposition to Taft. We
do not know, who is financing the
scheme. It requires a lot of money
An effort was made to drag the chair-
man into the hands of the bullies at
the McCracken county convention and
police Interference was lageggitary.
The similarity of tactics adopted ev-
e:ywhere, discloses one 1101seval
eeheme. We believe the interest.
that have felt the moral sting of the
presideels big stick and they are
neither Democratic nor Republican.
After a self-made man finishes the
Job he closes the factory.
After a girl baby gets too big to
play with her toes she begins to flirt.
5Ae
MYSTERY
By Stewart Edward While
Mid Samuel Hopkins Adamee -
Copyright., ROT, rn 11,c Lure. YkillUus•OZ
(Ooottnaed from last kaaa.)
CHAPTER XXVII.
EEL1NG the way forward, the
cruiser was soon caught In a
mane of cross currents. Hitt.
and thither sbe was borne a
creature bereft of volition. Order fril-
lowed order like Use rattle of quick fire
and was obeyed with something tare
than the Wolverine's customary smart-
flees. From the bridge Captein Parkin-
son himself directed his ship. His face
was place!, his bearing steady and con-
fident. This in itself was sufficient
earnest that the cruiser was in ticklish
case. for it was an axiom of the
who sailed under Parkinson that the
calmer that nervous man grew the
more ',ewe was there for nervouspess
on the part of others.
The: -approarb wag from the south,
hut srspicions aspects of the water
had fended the cruiser out and around.
until now she stond prow no to lb bord
headland at the northwest corner of
the inland. .1iinve the; headland lay
a dark pall of vapor. In the ehiftlug
tern-se it swayed sieggisbly, heavily.
as If riding at ancher like a logy step-
of the air. Only once did it show any.
marael /never-lent.
"It's spreading oet toward in.." elle
Birnel to his fellow officers, eathereti
aft.
-Thee to move, then." grunted Treu
IOU.
TI anthers lacesed at him Inquiringly
"1 ont truc healtWul us peerriteated.
thwe grates" explained the
surgeon.
The elsip edged on and toward_ I'rem
flatly the siaacceng of the lendounan
ague/lel in immured distinctness
-throne' the elleut e Then a suddeu ac
they and bustle fot-wasd. the rattle of
chains. and the 11,'olvertue ens at an
clew. The captain came down front
the bridge.
"What do you think, Dr. Trendon7"
be asked.
More explicit inquiry erns not nese
emery.
The surgeon iintteratoud what was in
his superior's mind.
"Neter can tell about volcanoes, sir."
be said.
"Of comm, agreed the captain
"But-well, 41 -ou reecoinize any of
the symptoms?"
"Want we to diagnose a cam 'of
earthquake. 'Orr grinnel Trendon.
"She might go off today or she might
behave herself for a century."
"Weil, it's all chance." said the other
cheerfully. "The man might be alive.
At any rate we must do our best on
that theory. What do you make of
that cloud on the peak?"
"Polecat:1ms vapors, I suppose.
Thought we'd have a chance to make
sure jest now. Seemed to he coining
right for us. Wind's shifted It since."
-There coutdiet --ber - anything -alive
up there?"
"Not so much as a hug," replied the
doctor positively.
"Yet I thought when the vapor lifted
a bit that I saw something moving."
"'When was that, sir?"
"Ten ear fifteen minute. beck."
"We'll see twX•11 enough, mfr." pet In
Forsythe. "The a hid is driviug it
down to the southeint"
Sullenly, millet/they. the forbidding
mess moved across the headland. All
glasses were bent upon It. NVithout
taking his binewienr from Ms eyes
Trendon begun to ruminate aloud.
-It be meld have got to the bench
No vapor tbere. Signal, though. Per
ham be hadn't time. And I'd hate to
risk good men on that calcines. Jute as
mtwii risk here perhaps Only it
illee"Tills- here it IC" erica For.ythe "Look:
The highest point!"
Dull grey wimps et murk, the after.
guard of the ea:woo" ;loud, were talst-
Ing eplimerg in a witch dance
arenas the landowspe, and. seen lu
•+tielehes and glimpse,' through it.
nomethIng flapped darkly in the breeze
Sieldenly the fell parted snit fled. A
flag 'meld forth In the sharp gust, rigid
and appalling. It was black.
'The folly Mixer. by God! They've
come back:" exclaimed Forsythe.
"And set up the sign of their shop,"
added Barnett.
"If they stuck to their Sag -gerrodby,"
°flowered Trine:len grimly.
"Dr. Trendon." meet Captain i'artiui-
soh. -you will arm" yourself mu4 go
with me In the gig to make landing."
"Yee, sir," teaponded the surges&
"Tee. air."
-WI mid we he overtaken by the va-
por while CO the highlaneould be flu'
runt' to •:..t rek to Vie lerneh. you nee
to mind no rescuing pirty am there on
tit the air has cleared"
' But, sir. may we lost- -
-Do you nuderetand?"
"Yee sir."
"In care of an attack you will at
owe neuri in another boat with a how-
itst"1.1;e:s., sir."
"Dr. 'Freedom will you see Mr. Slade
awl lnITire of Wm the best point for
landing?"
Trendon hesitated.
supeose it would hardly do to take
him with usl" pitreued the command-
ing officer.
"If he is roused now, even for a mo-
ment, I won't asseser for the conse-
qUelleea, sir," saki the moment bluntly.
"Surety you can have him point out
a lauding place," amid the captain.
-On your responsilillity." returned
'the enter obettuately. 'lie's under
opiate now."
"lie it so," said Captain Parkinson
after a time.
Going in, they pew no sign of life
along the shore. Even the toIrds had
deiserted It. For the tune the volcano
'Weaned to have preternetted Ita fee.
ashy. Now and again there was a
spurtle of smoke trent the cone. fol.
1,)wect by eubterranesii growling-a, but.
otIrtgtihie.whole, the conditions were reas-sl
"Penny-pop-pinwheel of a toe-ants
anyhow," remarked Trendon disparag-
ingli. -Real man sire eruption would
have wiped the whole thing off (he
map first where': - •
As they drew isa it berame apparent
that they must scale the cliff from the
heat. Farther to the south opened out
a wide cove that atigerested easy beagle
him but over 11 hung a cloud of steam.
**Lava pouring down." mid Treacles
Fortunately at the point where the
cliff looked easiest the seas ran beer.
Ropes bed been brought. After some
dainty maneuvering two of the sailors
gained foothold sod slung the ropes so
that the remainder of the disemlorka-
tioa was 'simple. Nor was the ascent
of the cliff a harsh teak. Half an hour
after the landing the exploring party
stood on the summit of the hill. where
the black flag waved atter a Seelte of
utter desolation. 'nit. vegetation was
it bereft to pal; Id rags: ten t 're tiniest
Wrestling In the mirk crevice's bad been
poisoned by the devastating blast.
In the neeist of that deathly erne
the nag seemed huminet with a ainieter
Allioneter bed we it there
had. acrurately ...elemen the bigheat
ateillettle- Violet on that si,'.e of the lee-
laud, the spot of all trawls It here it
would make good it,. %treat tie the eye
.r any ehanetaerarcr tilam ttere ship
It-es seas. Few the staff a ten f scue
Mug, finely mashed. ser‘rd. A moon-
of rock thee supported it :treaty. Upon
the Cloth itself wits no design. It war.
'of a dull ble k. tae here of amt. Cap-
tain Pertinence stauding a few yards
off. viceed it eel' disfravor.
-Furl that fLeg.4,he ordered.
congdon, the coettessin of the gig.
stepped forward and began to werk
at the festeninge. Preeentty turniel
a grtnning fare to the reptant. eh.,
was scauning the Made-ape through
his‘-fass.
"Berta' yorir pardon, sir," he said.
"Weil, %hat is it?" deumucied cap
tabs Pertinouse
"Ileggite your pardon, sir. that ain't
rightly Mtg. That's what Sou
might rightly lei: a garment. sir. It's
an undershirt. begglie your pardon."
"Black underehirCe a new one te
me," unuttered Trendon.
"No. sir; It ain't rightly black.
Look."
Wrenching the object from Its fas-
teninfra. be flapped it violently. A
cloud of sooty dust, beaten outeleeread
secret his face. With a strangled cry
tile sailor cast the shirt from blue and
roiled in agony upon, the ground.
"Yon fool" criml Trendoo. "Stand
bare, all of you."
Opening his medicine ease, he bent
over the necked stffferer. t'reeently
the man eat up, pale and abashed. ,
"Tbat's how poisonous volcanic gas
Is." said the surgeon to his cenithand-
tag officer. "Only Wheled remnants
of the dust ton."
"An Ill outlook for the titan we're
seeking." the captain mused.
"[mad if he's anywhere ou this high-
land," declared Trendon. "Let's look
pt his flagmale."
Ile examined the staff. "Came from
the beach." he pronounced. _*.AVater
worn. 11*In! Maybe he ain't ap dead
- -
"I don't smite fallow yr. Dr. Teen-
don."
la
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WII1THER it is a new suit of clothes, a shirt, ahat, a tie, or any garment for man or boy,
you will find the newest and best things at the
New Store.
Order and reorder has been "the
order of businrss" with us this sea-
son, on our suits for men and young
men. We struck the popular fancy,
a wave of buying struck us, so we
had to go to market again and
again to satisfy our demands. What
b tter evidence do you want than
Culley clothee are the right clothes
at the right prices? Drop in any
day and let us take you through
our great offering of all the new
things in nifty and conservative
cut clothes.
Summer shirt days are here now.
Canary is one of the new offerings of the ;least n.
They come in brown and green stripes and polka
dots, plain or plaited bosoms.
The Shaded R !plan eorila, anew imported cloth,
is one of the newest things out, which yon tniist see:
E & W. also send us a great line of their newest
things, in white and tie popular colors. Al! our
shirts are made with the kite tail this season, the
newest wrinkle, that assures better fit in the gar-
ment.
Browns are the things in smite, too. The ithm1e8
run from delicate tan to dark. seal brown, in plain
solids, figures or etripes. gauze lisle or ingrain
lisle, 25e up.
See the new belts, in green with gold plaited buckles,
the new ooze leather and soft tubular 0E-bridle leather
belts in tan, also in the dressed leathers, with brass,
niekle and oxidized buckles.
The Rumford collar, shoe n in the illustration is the-
new "dope" for suquner, fresh (ruin Mott; Tftibody
& Co.
We are exelniive agents for the $1 silk anderwear, the
ideal weight garments for this character of weather.
RUMFORD
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St. Nicholas John aleIntire, Ev-
ansville; Theo. Burton and wilts Los
Ai geese; J,. E !earlier and wife,
Ilirmangttam*; Toni %inborn. Saran-
niab; R. F liabb and wife, fensicana.
Mn. and Mrs. Parker, Ft. John; O.
Kiebler, Csoleonda; R. M. Pettier. Chi-
cago; C. D. Davis and wife. Canis-
v-Pie; 0. VanWin,kie. Aseli•nron. -
Palmer-Wm. M. Naylor. Spring
field: J. B. Rogers. St Louts: Charles
Read, Mound City: A. Wthice
rano; E. W. Benson, Itardwell; R. P.
Butler. Lexington; Carl Hendereon.
Marton; Vi'. le Krone. Kettawk;
H. Kluge. Mt. Vernon; John E. Pot-
ter, Chattanooga: J. H. Leslie, Cin-
cinnati; B. H. Patterson, Rt. Louts,.
Belvedere—J, B. Honningford, tan
cinnall; W. H. Houston. city: Roy
. H. . . .
Ph's: J. H. Herne". Nashville; chse
Webber. Cairo: I. C. Barton, Brook-
"Why I guess our man Iran figured 'sr: Bob Johnson, Memphis. Guy
Itwo or three in his kit, acutt they are
timed to form that artistic bowknot
around the collar of the blouse wbich
give, the sailor a jaunty, natty, No-
ll-wee rare air as be rolls down the•
street or lines rip en deck when the
bugle blows "assentley."
They are thirtu-six inches square
and made Of tire' Bruise black silk ob-
tainable. Thee are won t% with both
the white and the blue sailor uni-
forms, and a number of then' are
needed every year. -They cost who're
sate, in lots of titionti or thereabouts.
I.% or yo cents each. and Jack Is per-
uilticel to bus from 2 to 4 per rent.
aluive rose so that there le no profit
In them for the Government.
Some time ago bids for the neck
Metes were asked for, but all wee.
fejt cted and a seeond batch of bids
was opened a few days aro. While
the contract hasn't been awarded, it
Is ...id at the department that they
w probablY pre inanufaeured
pram, N. .1.1 - This leefts. order is
not intended to supp'‘ the needs o'.
this thing nil out. Brought this pole Hollingsworth, St. Lowin; W. S.
Ala 'from fin' beach to plant it here. ,Hagerman, Louisville; 'C. M. Fell. •
Whyt reseautie this was Ore best oh- field. Louisville,
twist. rellidellce. though. Planted the'
nervation lean an t No good a perma-
New Richmond —J. F. Myers.
flag and went bark." 
'Brooirporti J. S. Bambey. Newark; .1.
"Why didn't we er hint on the 8. P
eal, Bandana: C- A. Bunnagnni
beech. then?" ,Golden P
ond; Gentry Gray. Star Woe,
"Did you notice a cave around to the .Works; r. D. Davis. CarrsvIlle: L. e.
north? (nod refuge in case of fumes- :Whitsel. J. W. Whitnel. C. Is Po
ol,
J. M. 'Hurt, Murray; W. H. Lay,
.Hirdsville: E. parker, lemisville; S.
I). Hall, Clarksville.
"It's worth trying." said the captain,
putting up his glass.
"Hold on, etre What's this? Here's
something. Look here,"
Trendon pointed to • small Int of
wood hither neatly carved to the smile
of an Indleatory finger and Itiehed 1,,
the 'staff at the height of a rnan's far -
The others clustered around.
"Oh, the devil!" cried Trendon "It
must have got twisted. It's polluting
straight down,"
"Strange performarce," Maid the cup.
thin. "However, sloes it prelate that
way. heave aside thane rocks. men "
The nett slab lifted brought to light
a corner of t•arilboard. This can rhmer
examination proved to he the cover of
a book. The reeks rolled right and
left, and as the flagstaff, deprived of its
support, tottered and fell the tette
was dragged forth and handed to the
cardain. While the'groutul Jarred a I"'
occasional tremors and the 'nommen
puff*, forth its visporotis threat, he
and the surgeon, mated on a reek, crave
themaelvee with complete stouroptiou
to the reading
Ate sa contrail
TOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
more doss urbbis yes lernsetter. Lett•re
keeps year whole Insides right Itelg es th•
ntoster• beck plea eelle:rekere• Pmeekk kellt••
Ties few Sailor hers.
Unrds. Sam, who never does thing.c
to hakes, is about to place • pretty
slzable order for noWkerehiefs in a
shout time he will give a contract for /
641.0(8n handsome silk creations for
the pickles of the American) nate
,These neelterchiefs we; 4 Oat approx-
imate!) $54,000, and sonic of them.
If the contract is awarded soon
enough. may circumnevigate the
globe around the necks of the lees
of the Pacific fleet
I The hhandkerrideft." ae they are
sometimes called, ere not uhed by
Jam k for his no," - unless etnewitencY
compele Far from it They are
more properly referred to as articles
neckwear. Ever) !tailor
Evans' fleet, although some ef them
ma) Pe there They anli, when pur
chased, he rent to the looreliame• at
the New York Navy - Yard. where th:
wit: he kepi moil needral
Small Eleanor - "rep& hi,,,' yoci
psaid I he dui tor for tie.' new baby ,
yet?"
"peps "Ne, tr t tin ;tbn
'ask "
'lama!! 1..;;I "tummies 'if he.
charm s I a.. It It iii;tt't
'at at' as big et, the one left no it
doer." chIcage Nesse
 •
"Thai orator say,* he feels that h •
ran never revs% hie ennetnin nle lice
the honor they have minferrel mem '
him "
"Yes. ' ansaieel lhe. Voter. th.11 -
his millet sec t !ling pa noelin
rt Muth from tom in the art 01
iii twat work" -Washington, Star
To hop.- and sot be Impatli lit
eits re believe
Specials for Saturday
Great Pacific Tea & Coffee Co.
OLD PHONE 1119-A. 206 BROM/AY. ME 4 PHONE 1175
7 Ms Granulated Suttee.. 45e
21 lb sack Palmer House
Flour  75c
4 lbs. Navy Beans 2fic
4 lbs Red Kidney Beans.. 25c
4 Ms Broken Rice 
3 lb. Flaked Hominy   PIM
lbs Corn Meal  10e
3 sacks Salt 
bottles Pickles  25c
1 I can Cocoa  ilie
2:e• ean Fiespeerries
2 tee cantisChunk Pint-
*PRI(' 
31?) an Tomatoes  lo •
3 cans 18c Peas ,  42"
X cane earn 
3 cans Hominy  25,e
I elms Pirmgkin 
I qt bottle Vinegar . . ine
10 bars Lailadev Soap 2110
lbs ('hick' reed ... 25c
I cans Baked Beans  25c
2 lbs Palmer House Coffee lie
2 Me 2ac Coffee  45:
2 Ms 2Sic e`offee  36c
3 lbs 15e Coffee  i913..
2 cans 15e Apple Butter  3k
I 25c4 boolt.' Ketchup 10c
1 GOO TeaShe
I pint bottle Olive Oil   310a
I 10 Baker's Cornet bitten tric
hOc botpe of Sweet Mixed
Pickles  S60
26c pkg. of lawn Grass
14e4sd  20c
2 2-fh cans Grated Pine-
apple  250
Shelit41 Pecass, per lb  604
I ",c rem Salmon. 2 cans   tic
















The Trading Place for the People of
Paducah
Ideal Meat Market and Fancy firocery
Swandown Hoar, sack__ 85C
Woodcock flour. sack 85C
Oranges, per doz 30C
Lemons, per doz.  10C
Bananas, per dt z 12C
Strawbeirieg, per qt 12 C
Tomatues, per doz 30C
Apples, fancy, per doz 15C
3 lb. can Toinstoes._....._10C
Fish of ell kinds prices eat
Sattuday
Peanut Butter, per jar .. OC
10 diffeient kinds of Cheese.
Beans, new, per qt _ .... 10C
Peas, new, per qt. 10C
Potatoes, new, per qt 10C





• I. oNTMACF01114 AND MEN
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DIIDED ON ONE POINT.
- 
Although the union carpenters and
------",--'*,--^-",-",","-"•••••-~"-•""'"'''-'," contractors have not yet reached an
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400% agreement in signing a new contract.
Broadway. Phone 190. . no strike is expected, as the protni-
-Forms for real estate agitate for nem members of both sides seem to
sale at this office. haves desire to get together and arbi-
- -Straw and Panama bats cleaned, trate. The old contract expired today
guaranteed. New York Shine Parlor. and several meetings have been held
--eihtleg-Breaderorc--.- he oldotton of a
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the  been
city for • few months, and I have ac-
quired an interest In his business and
shall look after it for him. Any in-
formation with reference to any
branch of It will receive prompt at-
tention if you will call up The Sun
ernes. Both phones 35$. E. J. Paz-
ton.
--Dr. Warner. veteriaerian. Treat-
ment of domestic animals. Both
phone. 131.
-We can give you the attest car-
riagee in the city for wedding, ball
and theater calls. Our prices are low
Cr than those charged for like service
in any city in America. Our service
Is second to noefoutd the best In this.
city.. Palmer Transfer Company.
--If you want a aim lawn sow
IRriinson's law; gram seed. Flower
siced that groW. ̀  Brunson% Flower
Shop, 529 Broadway.
34-.- eento_intr
No Orders $&k.'-n for less than
B 
t
I' doom. 'OrIttilatti ros Phones .17
o,- 192.
-For housenuathers. doer Plate's.
Dram stenci.s. Maim and aluminum
cheeks of all knds, reinter type gigue
markers flee The Diamond Stamp
Works. 113 South Third. Phone 331.
-a-Cameras, Camerae( Canasta.. and
kothilt supplies of all dads at ilf. D.
Clements & Co. 
.
-Thom anticipating UM purchase
of anything. In monumental work
should see the artistic driligly W mar-
ble and granite at the shop of Wil-
liam Lydon, Wort Trimble iitrivkle.
fore placing their orders.. ,
-w, r. Perry. paieter and deco-
rotor. estimates furnished. tfill4MiST:1
*enable. Old phone Ibirri. Stop and
residence 426 Clark.
The reeular semi-monthly moiling
or the !loaner Committee of the 'gen-
eral couneA will te held this after-
mem and the resutir salaries and
airtime allowed. Ties Is the fine meet
ine of tie (ammeter since a cly
a buy.,r esti appointed. .
Cey c/erit Mauri-e McIntyre has
cemplaeed tea bills agaittet real 4-martp
and Is now making nut lie poll tax
bills, whieh he expects In have reedy
tor !he ecilleetor in a few days.
Carnations re rents per dozen.
No ottfris tak,n ter Icing than two
down Pelonsits tiros, phones 7;
flr 192
- Matzos and Kosher Remissive













t lu the mind of the serupu-
Ions housewife. spring (Aren-
t
int and hne esterminators are
/indieeulubly linked - a n d
rightly to. Bug extermina-
tors, irseet powders and moth
balls are as necessary to house
cleaning as soap and water
and we have the beat line of
them that 'an be bought. We
handle the DiamontrBrond of
purr Delmittion Insect Powder
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11 SOCIAL CIRCLES
Cave, was a pretty spectacle After
the program dances the cotillion was
(lamed. Mr. John brooks and Mr
James Langstaff were the leaders. The
favors were Confederate flags and
other pretty souvenirs. Betweeu 250
and 300 people were present. The
finance committee will meet this after-
noon when it will be known the exact
sum realised front the tickets sold.
 decided 
Circuit Court Orders.
Judgment and order of sale Was
rendered In the suit of J. ,J.'llander-
son against A. M. Sanderson, the
stock of wall paper and stationery at
428 Broadway being ordered told to
Art Meeting on 14eterday. satisfy a claim of the Plaintiff.
The Art department of the Wo- The suits of George T. Schmidt
man's club will meet in regular sea- against Thomas 0. August and the
one of the oldest and best, known fain Eton tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock city of Paducah against Thomas 0
Ilits of Calloway county. He served at the club building. The Venetian August were submitted to the court
as deputy postmaster of Murray dur- school of painting, which includes the on the pleadings.
ing McKinley's administration,. and *Winds. Titian and Giorgione, will
made a cempetent official. Miss How- be discussed. 
The suit of Amos G. Owsley against
lett is a daughter of Mr. J. A. How' 
the Globe Bank and Trust company
lett former assessor of Calloway come Mrs. Charles Ruttland Mrs. Ellen 
was reset for the seventeenth day.
sittive young woman Foster hive gone to tile Cypress ty, and is an tt son
of unusual acoompliehtnents. They a visit to Dr. and Mrs. E. C. Goodloe.
returned to Murray this morning. Mr. and Mrs. John Johnson. of
where they will visit before going to Florence Station, are visiting Mrs.
posH pitk$01uns.ville. where Mr. Hurt has a Johnson's sister, Mrs. D. J. Bailer.
623 South Ninth street. •
Miss Fannie Stanley will return to-
lafonnial Bridge Afternoon. morrow fro mthe north, where she
Miss Anna Webb and Mrs. William has been on a three months' vslt.
H. Webb are entertaining informally,' ..elra. J. R. Province and Mrs. J. F.
with several tables of Bridge this Plastrik, of St. Louis, left last night
afternoon at the Webb home, 815 for Fulton on a visit to Mrs. Edward
Madison street, in compliment to Mrs. Thomas.
John Arnold Bell and Mrs. Frank 0. Master George Allen Reeve,. Jr..
Watts, of Nashville, Tenn., who are o; Union City. Tenn., is visiting his
the guests of Mrs. Robert Becker grandparents, -Me. and Mrs. D. G.
Phillips, at Woodland. • Park.
Mr. Gus Thomas, of Mayfield, is
leformal Aftermaa for yeacom visiting Mrs. George Flournoy.
Mrs. A. S. Dabney entertained in-
Mrs. liudolpe Kittinger and little
fertnally yesterday afternoon at het 
n, Marion Marble, will go to Maxon
to attend a box social tomorrow even-
wage scale has already of Mrs. Halite C. Bewley, of Fort 
atift-epeint-tho
the present scale being acceptable to 'Worth, Texas. and of Mrs. W. H. 
Edgar Hamilton at her summer
both parties and the trouble hingeshome, "Sunny Side." Mrs. HamiltonPinkerton, of °bent. Ky., who were
on the demands of the contractorsit 
that the. union men should not cone-
Wednesdaygeesta of the Scott-Benvley wedding 
a sister of Mrs. Kittingee.
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Boone, of Padu-
pets will the contractors for-work.  evening' The pink and  tab, were at the Secibacb-StondsY•
ender color schme of the weddeng was They
Prettily elaborated in the details of
the afternoon. The out-of-town
LOUISIANA'S rurvitIC WEALTH guests present were: Mrs. Bewley,
Mrs. Pinkerton. Mcs. Frank Watts.
It is believed that U small job work
is excepted the carpenters will accept.
••••••• •im ip
Murray Couple Wed.. Here.
Mr. J. 14. Hunt and etas Sidle How-
lett, well known and popular young
'wattle of Calloway county, were mar-
ried In the parlors of the New Rich-
mond hotel last night by the Rev. J.
W. Blackard, presiding elder of Pa-
ducah district, of the Memphis con-
ference. Me. Hurt is a member of
Of Nashville, Tenn.. Mime 1,ucy Bruen.-
Sews 211111loiss of Acres, or SiNaDIV
Lead, the Most Ferule fat 
o* Webb City. Mo.. Miss Elise &bear.
the
of lat. Louis, Miss Alizabeth Grogory,World.
of Louisville.
Louisiana tt;dix embraces within
its boundaries an area which Is in Its
present condition, as useless to its
people as a corresponding area on the
high seas. Yet Ibis now worthless
social Kaparirer for March.
The Woman's Home Mission society
or the Broadway Methochtst church
held a pleasant entertalnment last
evening at the home of the Rev. J. W.
area. something over 7,000,0ton acres. Blarkard and Mrs. Blarkard, 1104
Is the. greatest body of fertility in-
Jefferson streyt. The spacious rooms
the world except probably In the Ama-son flood plain. The cultivated poc- were crowded during the evening and
the occasion was a happy one. An at-
'the- 41 1 1 de:C*3ga- tit et ract ve mueiciT iliffifferity program
was rendered. and delightful %et and
cakes were served. The dining room
table was prettily decorated with red
aid white carnations and ferns.
Spring Rowers were used throughout
the other rooms. The members of
the Home (Mission. soalety were the
recept on committee It was a "meites
ttring gorier' end a nice sum was real:
toed from the combined height of the
net counting the cities which would (reets,
exist there, over 3.500,009, a imputa-
tion exceeding any one of forty states
of the American Union. Holland, on
an-allevial area 12,750,000 acres)
Louisiana's undrained area, and with
a fertility not op to the Louisiana
standard. supports about 5.000,0110
people. and up to the highest standard
Red riyer is today supporting the -
densest agricultural population In the
rafted States--a population of three
hundred and thirty to the square mile
of'cultivated land. omitting entirely
the urban population of Nielettrleans.
Based upon whaethe alluvial lands
are now dolig. the nedrafted lends
of Louisiana-lands lenity wbothy
ocrapied---are capable of supportiag.
sews OF COURTS
Enjoyable Affair.
The euchre given by the C. K. &
I . A. Fait evening was the most en-
joyable affair given this season in the
K. of C. ball. avery table was filled
with enthusiastic players. who. thew-
ouyhly enjoyed the occasion. The
ttj&nom. Holland Is almost a ion- prisee were captured as follows: The
on, m for wealth. first prize for the ladies went to Miss
ilawytntd (melba the drainage trt Pearl &mud. the second to Mrs. J. J.
the remaining marshes and swamps of Hatch and the consolation to Miss
the United States Is the most import- Edna Herd). while the rest {iris
ant natural deveOpment awaiting us. went to Mrs. Felix Wurth. The first
and is sure to be done b) the present prise for the gentlemen was taken by
generation. Scores of drainage pro- Mr. lohn Mulberron, the second by
jets are now actively under way, and Mr. John Dicke and the coneolatiou
thousands of acres have already been by Mr. John Litti". The guest prize
brought Under cultivation with most went to Me. Leo ilaagg.
Mr. Nhenill's 'Few for %labor.
Mrs. Clarence H. Sherrill enter-
tained with as pretty Afternoon Tea
satiefectory resells. The production
of these new lands of this famously
productive delta, and except where
reclaimed by companies for the prer-
pew. of sale, they are rarely .offered from 4:30. to 6 o'clogli yesterday at
at any price. Here the drainage her home on Fountain avenue in corn-
inevement Is =Mat momentum, and pliment to her lionise guest, Mat
it will not 'itiott until south Louisiana Mary leviiggart, of Colon City, and to
has become' the richest agricultural Mrs. Frank 0. Watts. of Nashville.
community of its size In the world. -Tenn.. the guest of Mrs. Robert




ectively dee:oaths) throughout. In
Use hall red carnations were In
Cadiz. °Ky.. May I. --T. B. Fair- 
the par:or the white carnations and In
!eigh, of the Arm of Tanny a 
Pair-1'the dining room the pink.
Mrs. Edward H. gringherst and
:eiab, of itopktisville, bus-sr. in this him Vernon Blythe greeted the
tertitery for the Italian government,
was in C iadiz and henget 25 hogs- 
ltuests In the hall. In the parlor
;were: Mrs. Sh'errIll, Miss Swigeart,
heads of common leaf pn the Cadiz
Mrs. Watts and Mrs. Robert Phillips.
market. The average price paid was
Miss Swiggert was charming •in a
$11.2e. the htghest hring!ng $12.50.
lovely toilette of Copenhagen noose-
1ssistant General Manager W. E. line elaborately embroidered. Mrs.
Frasier and Auditor Scales, of the Watts was ettreethwis gowned in
association, a.:,' lure -Tuesday from Alice blue and Duchess lam
G tiuthrie. They were on bul tees with The tea was poured-by Kra. W. B.
the proprietors of the prising and McPherson. The table had an artistic
storage Nausea and with Salesman. center-piece of pink carnations in a
Charles F. Miller. The prizing hoses basket. Receiving in the dining room
are all kept very busy prising the to- were: Mrs. Luke Russell, Miss Phil-
haroo sus it POMP. snd 725 hogs- lops 'Hughes. Miss Blanthe Hills and
beads have been received at the stor-
age house.
Here's .tnother for Taft.
Pottlund. Me. May 1.- Resolutiens
pledging the support of delegates to
the presidential candidacy of Secre-
tary Taft were adopted at the First
Maine dletrict Republican convention
here. Horace Mitchell, of 'Kittery.
sad Richard Webb, of Portland. were
elected delegates to the national con-
vention.
Forty hogsheads of assochation to-
barco were geld at the Padueab, soles
room today at prices ribigIng from
7 to cents. It is Mid that the to-
bacco market Is Improving sloe],
and larger sales are expeetad loon.
Tbe prospect of a tame crop this year
Is holding prices down to some extent
but th• p‘ident short crop last year
will fully offset It
"ennt.'• %re 111114
• • tUdarsalOd tent one In a
Miss Margaret Park.
An informal musical program was
given during the afternoon. Miss
Anne Bradatiaw singing several selec-
tions very delightfully. Tbere were
50 guests present.
bkerary Department** Program,
The Literary department of the
Woman's club met In regular session












U. D. C. Hall 1 Brilliant Rocrems.
The I D C hall last night at the
Auditorium Rink Was a delightful oc-
casion and a success both socially and
financially The building was hesuti-
fuil with the Coofecierate
enters, red and s-hltg, sled the fleet
of the Ceinfetieraes- The grand march
led by Mr. Fred Wade and Mies
were on their way home from
Washington, where'Mrs. Boone at-
tended the D. A. R. congress while
Mr. Boone looked after some business
matters in the mat. Mrs. Boone is
regent of the Paducah D A. R. chap-
ter and is an active Member of sev-
eral literary and social organizations
I'm that city. She has been proinInent
In various movements for civic Ito-
p:ovement and the general upbuilding
of Paducah.-Conrier-Jeurnal.
Elwood Neel, deputy Unites) Staten
marshal, returned from Fulton county
last night, where he went to serve
some processes of the federal court.
Mr. John Streit, of Cape Girardeau,
is vatting his aster, Pers. Ed King,
O r Broattsekt....,__ -
Mrs. J. H. Hirsch, .of Jackson.-
Tenn., 111 visiting Mrs. J. R Fury-ear
on Broadway.
Col. Bud Dale returhed last- night
from Hot Springs, Ark., where he has
been visiting his wife.
Mr. George L. Barrett returned to-
day front a business trip to New Or
leans. •
Attorney John G. Miller Sr.. went
to Greenville. Ky.. today at noon on
Is gal business.
Mr. and Mrs. Cceil Reed and daugh-
ter left today for Louisville, where
they will visit relatives.
Mrs. John MeCreery. 938 Harahan
Boulevard, returned from Jackson,
Tenn., today, actompanied by
A. Long sad son. James, who Mrs.
MoCreery was visiting.
Mr. Joe Leer. of 7 3 1 Kentucky ave-
nue, Is much linprovetl'after a few
weeks' illness.
THIS MAY DAY
New York, alley 1.-May Day is a
pi-ice day for the first time in years
In the 'Pelted Steles. No important
lebor disputes are pending anywhere
Se lot t lose,
Chicago. May I. A thousand sa-
loons in Illinois went out of business
today, following the elections recent-
ly. and the law restrictions.
I. Iteir England.
Boston. May I. In Massachusetts
today ex cities and 36 towns alien-
(kited the Berme business. In Ver-
mont after today only 27 towns will
legalise liquor sales lb New Halite




issrwer WI 'BACKE le ita 1.VDS.
County Judge Lightfoot has re-
ceived a letter from Judge A. J. Wells,
ot Calloway county. inforitihts him
that the Calloway counti-ledge and
his road supervisor desire to inspect
the roads of McCracken county and
investigate the methods used in their
or.nstruction. Judge. Lightfoot'. has
written Judge Wells a cordial invite-
ti•in to come and will aSsist ales In
gt Wing all the informaeloa.'
,We Department.
April was one of the quietest
months with the lire departments lir
Years. and the loss by fires Was only
few hundred dollars. All of the
blazes were nipped in time. The de-
partnirtit made ten rune. The dam-
age to buidage was $155, and the
damage to stocks was $50. The in-
surance on stocks was $12.525, and
the insurance on buildings was $22.-
500
The suit is to recover a deposit of
$2,000 claimed to have been misap-
propriated by 'W. B. Einnitit while
president of the bank. .
A continuance was granted In the
ease of' the ctty of Paducah against
L. A. Morgan. '
The Suit of the City of Paducah
against J. L. Jones, etc., will by agree
ment be tried by Attorney W. A.
Berry, who has been selected as spe-
cial judge, Judge Hendrick being one
of the attorneys in fee case. The
ease will be one of the first to be tried
when the jury is ennpaneled Monday.
The divorce suit of Nelson Austin
against Sallie Austin was set down
for the eighteenth day, as was the
case of Grace Sanderson against Al-
bert Sanderson. .
Judgment for $14.75 was rendered
In the suit of George T. Schmid.
against•T. 0. Aftrust and a judgment
gletret the 'WM' varly-•-
was rendered In favor of the city of
Paducah. Property In the city was
ordered sold to satisfy the judgment.
The city's claim is for back taxes.
J. B. Miles was given a judgment
for $1,5400 against Sarah L. While
and an order of sale of property be-
longing to defendant was entered.
I. Circuit Covet.
Suit for- 42,0410 damages was
brought in circuit court today by J.
F Lagerwahl against Capt. J. M
White. Owner of the building on
Broadway. welch collapsed Labor dee
and crushed the Americeun Expres.
building. Mr. Lagerwahl was held
under the debris nearly three hours
and sues -for damages received.
Deeds Filed.
M. J. Anderson. etc., to T. Warren
Sharpe, property in Mechanicsburg,
laud 'ether considerations.-
Minnie St English to W. H. Cov-
ington, property in county, $150.
In Bankruptcy.
F. L. Peyton, traveling salesman
of Oscar, Ballard county, Bled a peti-
tion 'in bankruptcy, naming liabili-
ties of $1,500,
R. A. Heeler filed a petition alleg-
ing liabilities of $8,000 and assets of
$6,000.
J. W. Landrum. a prominent jail
contractor of Mayneld. filed a peti-
tion, but failed to properly schedule
his assets and liabilities and his peti-
tion must be amended.
Verdict for Defamer.
A verdict for the defendant was re-
turned at Wbetliffe yesterday in the
suit of Miss 1,ula Warford against Di.
S. M. Dorris for V.000 damages for
seemed mei-practicer Attorneys Hal
Corbett and R. T. Lightfoot. of Pa-
dueate represented the plaintiff. At a
previous trial a verdict ' for $1,000
was given, but It was reeersed by thel
court of appeals on amount of the
roart's error in triN lag the issascue.
tIons,
Try las sae tor .10M Walt.
In Prince Court.
The docket this morning In police
court was: Breach of ordinanee-
srner Anderson, Joe Burmet, Geo.
Toner and Sliver Sumner, dismissed.
Breach of peace-Ed Petter. $15 and
costs; Web Ray. held pending exam-
ination.
Marriage Licenses,
J. H. purl and Sidle 'Howlett.
Ira Parker and Mary Clark.
April Building Permits.
Six building portraits were Issued
by City Engineer L. A. Washington
last month. They were:
C. El Maxwell frame building on
North Thirteenth street between Bur-
pee and Flournoy tree's, cost anon.
build,
on Soya) Forth street between Oroad street' 
HART'S 16 to 11
Saturday's Sales
May 2nd
16 pennies for any one of. the articles
named below and the article is yours.
Clothes Baskets,
Work Baskets,
10 qt. Flaring Pails,
1 tit. Enamel Milk Kettles.
4qt. Sprinklers,
Clair. Coal Oil Cans,
sq, 14 qt.. Oalv. Pail,












Enameled Stew (' u ps
Garden Rates.
16c May 2nd 16c
fiE0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated
hue..t raper.; inserting want ads in
The see will kindly remember that
all such items are to be paid for wheat
the-Ttd is inserted, the rule applying
to every one without exception.
FOR RENT-Two furnished rooms,
'419 South Fourth.
FOR heating and stoveWOOd flab
te4$7. F. Levin. --•
FURNISHED ROOMS for light
housekeeping. 313 MaAhitap. .
WALL PdAR-On walls. Room
ontplete, $3.09. igag-Leroy.
FOR -.-room cottage,
1032 Monroe. Apply to F. U. Fisher.
OVERSTREET, the painter. Old
phone 2559.
FOR RENT-Three room house.
103.0 Monroe street.
WANTED-An experienced insur-
ance solicitor. Address T. care Sun.
FOR RENT-Rooms over Lendler
& Lydon. Possession given at once.
bendier & Lydon, $09 Broadway.
PRANK HEGARTY. plastering
contractor. Prompt attention to lob-
bing Phones 1833.
SHOE RPIP-KIRIM-First class
work guaranteed. 613% North Tenth
Prices reasonable.
FOR MOVING, haillistre packing or
picnic wagon, call 705. Roth 000413.
George Rock.
E. D. Heenan. glass front
way and 'Kentucky avenue, eoet $75.
0. B. Gross, frame stable on .lef-
feeson street betweeen Seventeenth
and NInteenth 'streets. cost $.5. •
Abe'Anepacher. brick !mildew on
Clay street betwren Fifth and Sixth
streets, cost $1.1410.
Herman ('arnes, brick building on
Trimble street between Eleventh ana
Twelfth streets. cost $1,500.
W. M, Carnes, brick building on
Trimble street between Eieventh and




White Fawn Flour!' per hag . .
Swans Down Flour, per bag .... fftle
Swans Down Flour, per bag .... 54c
To Introduce Bread, 3 loaves ... 10e
Barley. per M.  Sc
Mother's Bread. per loaf  Sc
le bars U. S. Mall Soap  23c
Ralston's Health Food, 2 ukgs  lee
Strained Tomatoes, per can   Sc
2 pkgs. Misearoni  15c
Plbow Macaroni. per lb.  Se
Don't forget our Educator Crackers.
Brass King Wash Board only  25e
Eararnel Cereal, at good as Postum.
per package  I Oc
Olives. 15c sive, only  bee
25c bottle Pickles  15c
Prunes, the largest kind, per lb  10c
A fine assiortment of Cakes, nice and
fresh, per IT  15c
With each mealier of Earthquake
Carpet Cleener We will throw In
our of those fine brushes
3 bags Sale .
3 boxes Stocker Salt 
FOR SALIII-A- bargain. Barbel
shop. t721 Meyers street. New
phone 1624.
HOUSE FOR RENT-Three blocks
from P. O. Atipply 441 South Sixth
WANTED--First class house girl.




,ern part of the city. It in the Market
',address B. R. W., Wire Sus.
YOK nit-to-datera sting and paper
hanging. McClain & Rogers. Both
,phones 961.
I J. 2. MORGAN sone ebostaa.general Papaialieg. rubber drek 408
South Third.
MALY. WAN'lleD-For genera%
work. Apply to 1600 Jones street.
Old phone 2157.
-OCT OCT that old suit of last year
and have it cleaned and pressed by
James Duffy, Sotith Ninth near Broad.
way. and It will look like new.
‘----FOR RENT-fill-room home-, hair,
beth and stable, for $13.50 per month
No 8210 North Sixth. New Phone
1247:
(IIGAitnaleemon wasted. Raper-
lance unneceesary.• lie* per Month
and expenses. 'Peerless Cigar Co
Toledo, Ohio.
4.-ThilT 2- Indy 'a geld wateh-iriil
gold fob: watch hike monogram, name
Inside, "Bennie Sullivan." Return to
311 Broadway and be rewarded. Old
phone 573-R., new 1101
FOR SALE-One 14 hortte-powe:
tomtits)* engine. Franklin make. (Wt.
able for gasoline boot. Newly over-
hauled. Will sell at • bargain. Ad-
drew V. I Knowles. care Bun.
F'ORRA
room slate roof new brick house.
I,ot 551E105. on Sixteenth street be-
tween Monroe and Madison. Ring
old phone 1562.
I SALESMAN WANTED--Sell retail
trade. your ?twenty: $65 per month
and preemie@ to start, or commission.
tee Experience unnecessary. HermIngsen
Zbc gisat co,
e
FOR SALE----Good b.cycle cheap.
Telephone 50.
FOR BRET-Nice large furniabea
room, 419 South Third.
FOR SALE-One FortFrusabout,
live buss fans; will sell cheap. Call
1143 new plume.
W A NITIOD-,-Gt r folding. Call'
at gun 111% rooms at 11 tomorrow
tilaeutfIESIMMIMW111W--,‘---
YOUNG MEN boarders wanted at
826 Madison street.
-IRVIN POLK has line pasture,
plenty spring water, near city. Phone
911 rIng-1.
'FOR RENT -- Three unfurnished
rooms near Broadway. Apply 333
North Thirdatreet ••
LOST-Fox terrier male dog, an-
ewers to the name of "Teddy." White
with one brown ear: the other speck:
led brown. Return to the Sherman
saloon, 109 North Fourth street, and
receive reward.
WA-Stifirtir- Good family with
three or more members over 14 years
of age desiring to work in cotton
mill. Fier information see U. L.
Whiteaker at Stephens' grocery,
Tyler. Ky. Transportation furnished.
BARGAIN. easy payments. Five
room house near Union depot. Cash.
$20d, balance $5.00 per month. Me-
Cracken Beal Estate and Mortgsge
Co.. 318 South Sixth. Old phone 765,
New phone 62.
Mrs. Howell is Improving.
Mrs. J. B _Howell, who was oper
ated on at St. Mary's hospital. Cairo.
last week ter appendicitis. is rapid!.
improving and it is expected her re
covery wit be complete, he Is the
wife of .1. B. Howell. traveling Sales-
man for Michael Brow Their two
children, Maurice and Ruth, are now
1r:siting their aunt. Mrs. Gaither Hey-
neiserger. in Paducah.
Life Is of Little Value.
The waste of life In mining mateirs
the of other days. Foos
recent mine disasters in the Unitedf
States, with the loss of nearly 1,000
lives, emphasise the urgent need for
changes. Statistics show in regard'
to deaths per 1,000,000 tons of coat
that the United States not only occu-
pies a position worse than that of
European countries. but also exhibitli
a general increase in the rate, when":
us every other country .has shown a
decrease. The situation Is still
worse when ft Its considered that the
natural eondltions for raising coat
with a minimum amount of danger to
the workmen employed are as favor-
ab'e as In any other country In the
world. The natural result of the
working of the thinner and less favor-
ably mined seams will be greatly to
Increase the death rate unless regu-
lations based on careful Investiga-
tions are rigidly enforced.-Chicago
Tribune.
No Mace foe a Piker.
"It's back to the West for me." ad-
mitted a young man who had already
started for the old home. Before he
left, however., he gave a little supper
to a couple of his intimates who were
really sorry to see him go. for he is
a good fellow In every sense. "This
Is no city for me to live In," he con-
fided to his friends. The Governor hi
all right. but $10,0410 a year to his
miod is plenty of money for • eagle
man to spend. The• result is that
I've got to go home. New York!s all
right If you, have mosey. but It's net
piece for a $10,000 a rear piker t
ran Nee the simple its, bat not In
New YorkiNew York Mak,
Try the Ono tog
pi
flinnetamelMeammes 
THE PADUCAR EVENTNG SUN FRIDAY, 3111'1. V 'I
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..
Abbott indla, 8owell add .9 .71
Agnew, LtIty,'904 Ky Ave 20,34
Alerandee, J4C., 9th. Ciaga &. - ,•
Adams . 7.59
Allison J. M. 4th St  14,72
11-.16
& Madison. Sid 
and 17th Sts.  27.64 Hancock, W. B.. Foantain'
Baker, S. L., Farley Place  10.1'.' Park add.  -
Barnett. C. S.. 3rd. Monroe Hanes, L.. So. 12th St. .....
and Madison  7.61
Bogard, A'. A., Wash. II & 11 8.11
Bohannan. Lulu, Bridge 8t  2.03
Bohannan, J. D.1 Bridge St 2.03
Bormer, L. E., "Moore Telick".1.15.15
Dow'eng, M. A. .Faxon add  3.53'
Brake. It. r., 12th St.  5.56
trown, Geo. H., Jeff. St  24.90
Brigman; M. J.. Elwood are.
Bryant, Sam. 7th At Haab- St.
riEL/NQuENT TAlt BILLS 30:1;11.,:ri;: .m*A)dnfiemids, 24:
Mte•hel, M. N. 12th at..
- FOR CITY bF PADUCAH, 1987 
111.00ne, Geer Trimtge. leth
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20 Muse. Ge 
,,q 
Or **CM Tan 
I. McCal:ute, J..A..
.1 06 MeCartha, R. E., 1,2th, Ohio
77; McFadden.Aai de uTueun:Its re .T
T., Fountain
14 
9 64 „meClure, F,, Jarrett and
4.37 Bridge - 
McClure, W.:- V.. Ja.rarett at 
4 2 1 McClure, Hannah, 714 Juane
MeCtitre, Mteet0111 Its and
Burnell •.. .
McGee. Itre., West Mad 
McGehee. WM. and J., Ca*
well St. 
McIntire, R. H. A'orten% Add
At/cMillan, Miss Fannie, 7th
Adams Sta. 
$1.51 McNeal. Elle. O'Brien's Add 
Meldahon. Robt., Harahan Ad
Neeistr. Ed. Hays Ave 
Newkirk, Fountain Ave
Newman. E. T., 14th and
11.67 Madison Sts. 
Newman. Worten's Add 
11-67 Nichols, A. J., Monroe, 9th
• - and lath 
2!.41 0111%er, G. W.. Rushing St 
6.0 ()Inver, W. M.. Faxon Add 
OsbOttrne, Jessie, Trimble St 
Itnrham, W. H., 9th & Norton
P1i.a&, It le7-Thnignent kT
Pattie, Elma, Jefferson, Ninth
and Tenth 
Pearson, R. E., N. 13th St 
Graham, Mrs. T. A., Harrison
10th & 11th lilts 
Grainger. F. E Clay and
*Trimble Sts  
Orasty, G. E.. Harrihan add .
Athialan, AUgusta, Elie. St. .. Grief. „Minnie, Frank and
Algood, R. G. or R.. Y.. Adims 3.12 Ruby. 12th. Jeff. & Moo..
Alsman, J. N.. O'Brien's add. 3.12 Grief. Nick teats> Ell: 
Andersoa. Oras..Chemblin add 8.62 (Sleet, A, W•• Ky. ave. 2nd
Audet4n, P. W.,O'Brien add 3.12 & 3rd Sts. e 
Anderson. Miss' Kate, ttle ,Greetse J. B., Goebel are 
Herb. and George •54 Gregory, C.. Trimble St. ...
Armstrong. J. T....12th liar- Griffin, Ed.. 1345 So. 9th...
sawn  32.51 Grouse R. A., 5th, Husbands
kegust, T. O., 6thr Husband & I & George Sts.  • • • •
ilieorge  19•8.1 Helton. L. J. 18th & Mad...
Baker. W. M.. HInklevile It 4.7, Benson. yam & Ir
. 
. 11th *
Boyd. Mrs. Ella., 11th. Jones .. • • Tennessee ,1 . , . ... ..  .f, .. 4.06
and Norton  14_.2s Haight, Dr. H. T., • 87Is & • -Bath. Eliz. %Vagner, 6th & 7th 1.21 Jackson eta.  .. 47.78
Baker. D. 0., Woodward & • Hall. A., 12th. Clark & '
Venter Ave.  9.14 Washington Sts. - 1.0.03
Baird. Miss C. A., 14th St... 1.02 Ham, M. Ea N. 6th, Monello
Barnett, W. W., B'way, 16th
'40 1"J-
'Rrooks.3. B., Llatoln ave
B! yule Walker. Jackson e: .
Brown, J. W., 10th & Jones.
Bryant, Mr.. Belle. Eliz. St.
,.Branton. E. M.. Worten add..
Browder. Allen and Kate.
Fountain ave.  15.56
Branton, John, 10th, Boyd &
Flournoy 6.11
Bryant, Mrs. Jesse, Stb, Hus.•
and Bockmon ..... 20.31
Brown. B. B., 12th St. ...,.. 515
flrarrIon. Geo. Bockman St.. 4.55
Err rte. ,C L. 12th and
Flournoy 13.70
Uurton, ROW Goebel ave.. ..16.3816.36
IturkhOlder, H. F.Woirn acid 5.50
Burk., S. W.. O'Brien's add.. • 1.63
Bkreett, Henry, B'way, 22nd
& 23rd Sts.  12.20
litudde. Frank, 12th, Caldwell
'and Norton  4.38
Ilichont Chas. E. 4th and Mad. 33.56
Bloodworth, W. A. Mill St  9.64
Stanton, L. P., O'Brien's add. 4.76
Black, C. M.. Thurman Add  2.92
BeattY. R. S., Jeff. St.  19.31
•••-•-• BED toe, ts,--0414 vkpatwv.
Berry, E. W.. 8th and tamp. 49.3i
Berger. G. W., Tenn. St..... 7.20
Callas& Riebard, & Leake
Avenue.  6.58
Cartwright, John. Glenwood  4.55
Carroll, Sallie, 7th Harris &
Boyd  11.69
Cartha, Clara, 8th St.  3.47
Carr, Albert, 9th & Cald  6feR
Carman, Ernest, Clements St. 9.64
Cecil, Thos., N. 4th St  22.86
City Lott & Inv. Co. Husie &
Bocckman  4.06
Clark, P. C., N. 12th St  25.92
Clark, Mrs. Nancy, Eulah St 5.08
Clerk, Add., Bridge St.  3.53
Clark, A'. A., Thurtnan add  5.17
Cerker, L. T., Clements St  11.78
Connelly. Jas. Astibrook ave 11.55
Coleman, C. A.. So. 11th St 6.10
Corley, Mrs. M. L., So 3rd 12.20
Coleman, J. S., Foun. Park 8.14
Copeland.Annie, 1008 Ky.ave 40.70
Conant, S. B., Eliz. ,E Broad 6.11
Cohen. I. C.. Monroe et.   14:7:-
Cooper. J. B.. Bridge St.   11.40
Cresson, Claud, O'Brien's add 0.63
Cunningham, Joe, So. 4th..  11.67
Dalton, Lucy, tElenton Road... 8.1i
Darnell S. S.. 7th Husbands
and Bockman   6.64
Davidson, J B. & Co., George
and Bocknran Sts  2;63
Davis. Mrs . Ashbrook ave.  • 2.0.1
Davis Mrs. a T., 9th, Hush 
and Wickman  10.17
lIavis,, Mrs. W.. N., Fisherville
Davis, L. B.. So. 4tht St 7.21
Day, J. M., Green St  241%72
Dean, Mare, Mad 12 & 13  20.31
Dearer, B. D., Thurman add 3.53
Dicke, W. J., Broadway, 32nd
& 23rd SOL  14.85
Deihl, Louis Thurman add  4.55
Dill, C. L., Powell, ave.  5.47
Dickson. J. T., Little's add  9'.64
Dillen, J. B. SI., 7th, Sway  135.91
Dodd, 0. Id., 16th & Harrison
Desoorchet, Ed, Hayes ave  ir.t.;7
Dowel, Mrs. Robt. Bloomfield 4.06
Downs, W. D., Trimble Stt  24.52
Drenn an. Mary, Thurman add. 11.19
Duffy, Rose, 8th. Wash. &
Clark Sts.  12.20
Den, J. H., B'way  24.7a
Dulgiud, G. C.. 23rd & B'way 14.13
Duncan, Mrs. L. B., Bronson
avenue 
Dunnay, J. M., 9th, Adam• s
and Clark 
Easley, W., Wheeler. add.  
Edrington, Sarah, Sowell add.
Edwards, C. C., Little's add.
Elder, T. S.. So. Sth ... •
Elrod & Story, 13' wa y , near
tufty limits 
Eletnerson, T. E., Madison
Irlth & 12th 
Enders, John, Wagner ave 
Farris, Joe, 9th, Harris' -a
Boyd 
Ferrell Heirs. St. 
Fitrleigh, Annie. B'way 
Fisher, Otho. So. 5th
Flornoy, D. M., for mAther
7th, & Harrison St.  
Foreman. B. %V.. Madison,
list, & 22nd Sta.
Foreman, A. M., Madison
2let & 22nd Ste. 
Frascati. J. N., Cletnents at 
1•'utreU. Frank 4th, &
Clark GO. 
Futrell, T. ir." Clay It. 
Gallagher. M. H.,. 6th. Husb.
1 George Sts. . 
alallseher & 'Auk 9th &
Trimble Ste. 
Garrey, Mrs. Judith. N, 6th 
Gardner. N. C.. Jeff. At • • •
Gebeck Heirs. Ells. St. 
Gibson. W. W., Goebel ave 
Gilbert. Mrs. Ida. Mayfield R 
wasp, Geo. D; F4:flu's  
Mover. W. C.. AttkIne ave
Gr,rdan. Ismer, Caldwee itt
Gov*. A_ M , Ohatablin add.
GLAM., Mrs. Eva, 6th &
fRIsibel II *IA. 
C-sham. (1104.
Harris.' H. M. Itn and Bur-
nett Sts.  *- • • -AA.
Hart, J. B. and wife, 4dkIss
aye .... .. .
Harrell. C., B'way,. 24th &
25th 'Sta. - •  
Harper, J. A., AltheelisAdd...
Harley', .Ms Thos. Harrison.
14th fajlth Sts.
-#*3K TrarrIsod's Ma- It--311-filit-g CO.
°" 3rd St. to Aver -




Hays, L., near John Arts.
Haybeck; Tempy, 'Aisle add.
frays. Fred, for wife,  
141KRIne, ,Mrs. Mary, Sowell
addition ...... •
Hines, Bud, Tenn St. 
Her, e C., 6th, Boyd &
Burnett 
ober, W. F.„ 12th & Har-
rison ' 
Hothrook, Mrs. 24. J., Har-
rison, 11th & 12th  4 06 
Phillips. Mrs. Willie, Cham-
Holt. A'. A Clay, 14th & 
b1in Add. 
15th Sta. . 0.... ..... 8 51 
Pierce, Ed. Campbell. 8th and
Hostetter, Mary_ A , 425 Wood- 9th 
ward • 4 4.0•6 Pittman, 
1110 Jackson 
Howell. Ella, 21st & Et•way 14.23 Polk. Bettie, 11th, 
Piciertioy
Hubbard,' Ed C., 64h & Mc- 3.4)5 ! IgriTer 1). W. S... PoLiwttelell's 
Add 
Hubbell, Mrs. C .. Chamblin and Terrell 
add. 
• I
budsion,- J. W., Monroe. .11th 
Kinney , ..... . ....... . ig.si roatter„.S. J., 24th and Ken-
tucky Ave. \
& 12th  sevii Price. Ben, 4th. Husbands and
Hughes. Geo. V., 1350 So. 9th 7.6II
Humphreys. J. H. 1292 So. ;Price, Nettle 1..., 8. 4th It.
Caldwell 
Husbands, Wm. 11.. 2% serfs 'Pryor, J. D., Guthrie Ave...
near coal tipple • • .,  5.54 Pryor, W. L.. 5th, Elizabeth
and (leorge Husbands. Mrs. S.' M. Blia... 12.20
9.64
1. 3.01
Hutcherson, S. L., Guthrie
avenue 
Hyman, L. H., W. Irway 
Banc, H. I... 832 Jeff.. St 
Hays T,f.B., 14th. Fountain
avenue 
Ingram, M. 14.. 5th & Trim 
Ivey, P. J., Dulah
James. Albert F. 1226 Salem
avenue 
Jones: C. fe, Burnett. 11th &
12th Sta. 
Jenes, J. T.. Adams at. 
Jones, E. T., Bridge St.  
Jonee, Jess F., O'Been add 
Junes, S. W., 10th & Burnett
.lorgenson, J. K., So rd St 
Johnsoe, Chas. Eulah St 
Johnson. H. J., Talley ave 
Johnsoe M. 13 era_ Clark
4th & 5th Sta. 
Johnson, Mrs. E A.. So. 4th 
Johnson, Robe. 8th, Husb 
& Beckman 
Job n son , Sam, Harrison St..  
Johnson, N. S., 13th, Burnett
& Flournoy 
Jehnson, Silas J., Brisige St 
Jones. 
Joyner. Mrs. Willie,. Kinney
avenue 
Kahn. Mrs. Fangie, 94h &
- Monroe
Cramer, Mrs., Harrison fth
& 9th Sts. 




14.52 Perry. Star, Tennessee St..
39•52 Perryman, C. E.. 9th, Clark
2 02 
Clark and Adams 
,,Petter, Justis, 635 Ella. St 
197sil 'Phillips, Jennie L., Harahan
Boulevard 
, Phillips, =la, Campbell St 
Phillips, Mrs. M. J., Jefferson.




leaskey, Mary 13th & Flor-
noy Sts.  8.11
Kennedy, 11. T.. Husbands &
Jorett add.  3.53
Keehler, Mrs. Nancy. Ash-
brook avenue  6 61
Keiser. Mrs. Emanuel, flow-
landtown ...... . 1.00
Keithley. John, a2,0 so. 7th 
111.2j Kelley. A. P.. hays add   7.61
Kelly, B., Monroe, 11th &
12th Sta.  15.75
King, W. 'r. & D. A., Clay,
9th & 111th.  2.01
KlIcoene, Mrs. rannle. 9th &
Trimble Ste.  26 45
Kirkpatrick, D. W., Bloom-
field ave.  2.05
Kore, Geneva, Hinklerille R. 4.06
11.1 t Kele Melissa, Ktokhead 2.143
Kahn, 'Oscar; for heirs, So.
26 91 4th .fit •  27.46
5.05 Landis, L. D., Caldwell  3.5;
3.81 Landis, W. T.. Worten add  10.05
2.03 lAndrum. Mary. Jones St  3.05
26.9 baeleY. 0 1,.. Derek ells isve 2.63
Latham, M. L, ath. Adams
8.14 & Jackson ......  6.56
LaRue, H. A., Little's ..add 4.76
16.28 Laroe, A. A.. So. 6th Bt  15.75
3.63 Lebhetry, 13., O'Brien's add 2.51
IA.. T., West End  2.71
11.06 ',elven. S. G.. N. 14th at  11.010
12 20 Leech & Washington, Ky are "s •
15.28 13th & 14th SUL  Y 4.04
4.2! Ligon. P. G.. 14th 94,  8.00
Lenhard, Wm., Wood were. ;_ 12.17
81.91 Layering, Theo. 601. Norton
& Husbands Sta.  •
.99' Lewis T. M, fewer 
Lightfoot, R. T., 1731 Jeff 
.99 Lindsey, M. M., North View
9.64 add. 
Lynn, Frank, 104h at 
44.51 1.1nn, 14.. Clemente St. 
15.43 Ligon, Jessie, O'Brien's add 
Leber, W. F.. 12th and liar-
6.01 rig Btu. 
Luttrell, A. C., Foun. Park 
25.43 Lyidon, Mark, 533 So. 8th
5.06 Lyle, R. B.. Ky. are, 2nd
21..04 & lid ON. 
.60 Lyon. If.. Clemens
22.36 Martin. W. M., 6th, 1,..sai
4.34 Hartle Sts, 
3 OS Marshall. James. Clement 
11.58 Matlock, LizzIe, GOPbel RV' 
S (It Medley, Mary B., Sowell sad:
Ms1befU'. VI. It. and wife,
Ashbreok eve. ., 









Perry, Mrs. Lena, Jackson,
11th and 12th 10.65
7,61 Quarles, W. H., Clements St..
34.04 Quarles, Mrs. M., 4th. Norton
and George ...,. 
3.53 Raft. R.. Jones St 
i10.34 Ragan, L. B., 1237 Trimble 
1St Ralph, W. H., Jackson St 
Mamma*, 'Mrs. Jas., 3d, Noes
842 ton and Husbands 
Ray, J., Wheeler Add 
9.61 Z. B. Richardson, 34, Wash-
7.61 ington and Clark 
16.75 Ridgeway, Wm., 12th, Jones
2.52 and Tennessee . 
9.64 Rigglemberger. F., est., fi,. 3d.
1:1.74 Ripley, Geo. E., Jr., Harahan
5.561 Add 
2.41 Rivers...John, 14th & Trimille1
'Roark. Wm.. Brown Ave 
12.21 Roberta. N. F.. Fountain





6.10 Rogers, Jas. E., Harrison,
. 17th and 18th 
6-$' Ross, Joggle. S. 4th St 
6.06 Ross, Mrs. N. L., Monroe St 11.67 Rubs. John, 17th, Clay and
Trimble 
16.2d Russel:, Alex, Smithland Ave
Russell, Ilithnle, Lincoln Ave
Rutledge, Wm., 423 Adams 
Sanderson.p, J., Langstaff Av
Sanderson, It. L., Bloomfleld
Avenue 
Saunders, %V. D.. N. 12th St..
Saunders, S. E., Thurman Ad
Sanders, F. B.. 10th, Boyd
and Flournoy 
Sanders. H.. Smith:and Ave 
Sayer, John F., Hays Ave 
Schmidt. Nick, 11'0 S. 3d 
Scott, F. S., 156 Clements 
Scott. Mrs. M. A.. S. 8th St 
Sears, Mrs. M.. 5th, Eliza-
beth and Rodman 
Seacoast Mining Co., Meyers
Sebast.ne, Poste, Kentucky
Ave., 10th and 11th 
Sells, Have Ave ..... .
Sherrell. Robt.. N. 8th St 
Shetnwell & Wallace, Clern-
ents St  .- 
Sh e:obnie..8 T. R., Husband and
Jones 
Singleton, Gus, 9, Monroe
& Madison 
Stngleton, M:ss E., 8th and,
Madison St 
Sledge, it., 4th, Norton and
George 
Smith, Edward, S. 6th lit 
BaledleY, lilrem, 4th, Tennes-
see and Jones 
Smith, D. K.; Clay St 
Smith, Mrs. M. J., 1110 Clay
oStltnh,ss'att s.. 24th and Jack-
allth, J. 8. 61,7 Willie-St 
Smith. Miss Lucy, 14th and
-Harrison   
__=_-
taith. Ids May, Uncials Ave
Smith, J . P., isns Jones...
Snyder, Mary E., Monroe St
nley. Ammon M., John Arts
Stewart, Mlles, Maylleld Road
Stewart,' Or, D. T., Mattoon,
16th and 17th 
Steed, Henry. 9th & Jackson
Stevenson. Frank. Madison 
'gee( Stroud, Mrs. Ellen, 733 S. 5th
7.61 Sullivan, W. L., Woodward
18.82 Avenue 
Sutherland. R. S. or L ,
22.8e Wheeler Add. 
13.70 Sutherland, C. W., Koenser
Santa. I. H., Monroe, 23d and
21.38 24th Ste. ...... . .  
tog Tatum, David, Thurman Atli
MAO Taylor. Young. 421 Ohio ..
Las Taylor, P. V . hack Kllgore'si
Terrell, J. B., Jefferson, 4th
- Da 5t1 
mu. J. L., Wert lad...,
I. 'B.. helm Herds.














Vogt. Clarence, 9th, and Beek
. . 121. S
man 
.. . . . .. 10..th.
0' Wade, A.,  Sowell Add 36.08
4115 •
•Wagner, Lydia, 






8.14 Walker & Williams. S. 4th 
,„ Walker, James, 620 Broad.
3 





Warren, Thos.. 1 acre near
Terrells 
Warren, C. D., for children.
Sway, 22d and 24th 
Watkins. Mrs. M. A., 1520
8. 5th St. 
Watts. I.. P., Broad, 4th &5th
Wk. AtTtsenbueirs, Wway and Ky.
Weeks, J. P. and W. /1.. Mon-
roe. list and 22d 
Webb, Wm. V„., Hampton Ave
Wells, B. Salim Ave 
26.45 Well, Mrs. Mollie, 1107 Mon-
roe St. 
Werner, Wallace, Broadway.
24rh and 25th 






White, dit -flint,  -1.-1iii-a-n-i-Ionses-
73.26 White, R., Thurman Add 
10.64 White, D. A'., 1203 Tenn 
9.64 White, W. H.. Salem Ave 
Whittemore. E. %V., Hinkle-
18.73 ville Road 
11.67





segg Willingham. West Ena 
Williams. Ernest, 14th. Bur-
nett and Flournoy 
30.31 Wilkins. T. J., 412 Ashbrook
Avenue 
1,42 Wilkerson, W. W.. Ashbrook
Avenue 
1
11.67 Williams. A., Harrison, 5th &
8.14 6th Sts. 
Williams. W. M., 8th and
7-13 Bock man  .
5-05 Williamson, M. D., heirs. 614
3.76 N. 5th St.  -
Wielnsotise:tirs. 'Martha G.. Clem-
4.22
Wilson, Mrs. R., Wagner Ave.
13.74 6th and 7th Ste,
16.67 Wiser.. Geo., Jefferson. 13th
11.67 Withers. .1. P., Jarrett an*
Meyers Sts. 
2.03 Warden, H. C., Jr:, Whitte-
more Add. ...... 
10:62 Yates. Mrs. Lisele, ffIlitabeth
11.67 Yates. C F.. Hays Ave 
Telt. J. W . 21.t and Adams
1175 Young, A. M Fountain Port
14.72 Young, J. M., Fountain Park
12.117
11.9S
Tucker, Harrison, 10th and
Thompson, Sallie, Jackson. .
3-13 Threnpsom, Mrs. Julia, K. Av
17.17 ThWii )son, Wilson & Con



















Alewander. Dena. 9th, He -
bands and George 
1210 Alexander, Dave. 9th. Hus-
23.88. bands and George 
Armstrong.iesteaa"Cleo.64k14 t h . Wash.
38.12
, Bacon, Alice, hays Ave 
8.11 Bacon. C. Sowell Add 
399.66 Baldwin. Jas , Flournoy St
Barber, W M 916 flockman
5.70 Rainham, Rowlandtown . .
13.70
5.76
Baynham, Sam, 1309 S. itth
Bay nham. Chas., 120911 IR&
Beach. Harletta,„fftli. Ihrrdi
3.94 and Boyd 
Bell, John. DID, Norton and
16.29 Caldwell 
Blends, Rearlandtown
28.97iBoofter, N., 806 Harrison..
5.99 'Bowers, M. E. N. 12th 
12.40 Bowers, Edgar, 9th St.  
Briggs. Thos., 613 S. 9th 
9.14 Briggs, Luella. 630 Terre!.  
14.2; Bronson, J. B., Cleveland Ave
11.80 Brown, G. W., 12th St...  
6.05 Brown, Lena, Tennessee and
2.031 Husbands
Buford. W. A., Terrell St 
11 •
F41. 
'Coley, May, 1116 S 10th 
19.60'Carmon beim. Washington.
5.0'. chiiders. W. M., Burnett and
Flournoy 
15.75 Clark, Eliza. Askbrook Ave 
11.67 Conley, Andy. S. 10th St 
6.231Copeland. Sam, S. 10th St 
13.47 terowell, WEI, 1405 Clef-
9.64 Dance, Henry, 916 N. 10th 
17./8 Daniels, Leah, 1313 N. 13th
Daniels, Tau Inds, 1170 Hare.
7.73 san St. 
288.96 Daniets, Ital. 718 Harris 
Define Ilett-v. 1438 S. 10th 
41.70 Diggs. Robert, Clements...
9.64 Donaldson. Auderson, N. 7th.
19.81 Dooley. Nine 100.5 N. 7th 
Dunlap. Henry, 816 N. 7th
10.17 Edwards, Henry. 3d, Husbands
bands and George .. 
9.64 Enders. John. Flournoy, 6th
and 7th 
22.89 Fletcher, Kathrine, Pinnketts
HUI 
21.34 Gibson, Dan, 1410 S. 10th 
Given. Claripaa, 7th and Burs
14.72 nett Sta. 
6.06 Gorden, James. Caldwell St 
Gray. Fannie. 9th and Burnett
32.79 Gray, James. 1341 8 5th 
6.05 Gregory & Hester, Caldwell 
14.25 Greer, Cato, near Conner 
H. Grillin and D. Ross, 8th
15.87 and Norton . 
1.32 Hollis estate, Burnett St 
Hardison, Chas. D., 9th, Bur-
1.O neft and Flournoy 
11.40 Halltwar, Geo., Tennessee St
0.64 Henderson. Gee.. Campbell 
10.117 i4lbbs, T. D., 70$ S. 6th
9.44 Hobbs, Sam. Fasott's Add 
3.06 Howell, Henry, eat., 8th and
Thrrell 
7•11 Jacobs, Jeff, Woodward Ave
8.82 Jenkins, Monroe, Broad Alley
2.24 Jenkins lAwrenoe, O. 12th 
13.30 Jenkint Florence.1714 Broad
Johnson, Henrietta, 8th, Hue-
2.73 bands and Bockman 
Jones, Sam, 5th, Husbands
4.76 and George Ste, 
7.014 Jordan, Agnes. 164 Clements
Jorden. Will, 11th and Hush.
14 70 Kival, Slims, 415 ft 7th 
5.22 Kirk, Moe beak, 9th & 10th
13.20 Knight. Will, 11th, Boyd end
2.001 ant Terrell Lattreseee. T. A. Rowlowa.„
123.40 Lindsay, Francis- 1718 Broad
3.-121 Alley
,Long. Mrs 1. 14 , 110 N. VII





















l'ONTIPAT MAMA"; ft tTCHD.t1 .t r
10 tetTAWK.
All Vote. %flea It, Ii Iti 11140,
1,, Ilk I
The last count of whket will decee
the evinner in the Taylor-Trotwood
contest will take place at 10 o'clock
Saturday morning. The contest has
been very Interesting and it scents to
bo any one's race up to date.
17.23 Miss Ruby Canada still retains the'lea





MISS RI:BY CANADA 
MISS MARIE BROOKS 
Miss Alma Armstrong 21,244
Miss Sullivan  19,694
Miss Bonnie Prince  16.923
3.05 The contest closing Saturday We
4.64 will only run the six highest names at
4.54 next count of totes.
13.21
Turning Point iss a Oareer.
7.61 (Washington Correspondence of the
Boston Herald.)'
The 'only genuine, label-blown-in'
5.56 the bottle sa.11orman in the tellted
States Senate, who, It almost goes
saLing-ntiLet..1111Ve_been 49rn
down on Maine coast and presuma-
bly at Kennelbunkport. told a thril
hug yarn one day in the cloakroom
as to how he did not sit once In a
beans chair. Thereby- he was ena-
bled to wit in the California gubee
7.60 natorial chair for aeterm and to oec -
6.49 py a seat In the Senate for fifteen
ftsrs, and to run for that landlith-
2•541 ber's piece again ties coming sum-
4.38`mer and autumn.
I. It was George C. Perkins. o
1.58 course, who told the story, as every'-
Ione around the Capitol would know
9.44 When a sailor had he went 'round the
IHorn, landed In San Francisco. and
4.65 In the tate Stla found himself at an
Iinter4or minims town of some such
17.79 name as Poverti- Plat The patriot-
le residents has raised a great Ran-
i
9 STIpole. but had been unable to Ind
9 41 
anyone who dared shinny aloft to
reeve the halyards or to ran the, rope








14 i dare do anything In game
4_55 days.- sail the ietereit sailor of the
4.331ehair. got, to the top a the pot..Senate. "I rigged for mysolf a breams
7•11 reeved the halyards at a height of
11,/,•95 something less then, 100 feet. and
'71 was Just about Is deseeld. Some-
1.64 







This Coupon tiood for 1 Vote
OUR DRIVER IS CAREFUL
hit* driver's duty itrAndes more than merely calling
for your soiled linen and returning the packages after
we have laundered it. He is required to make regular
calls upon our customers, to carefully mark the owner's
name on the bundle as he receives it, to avoid any
e' aloe of error, to carefully note any riguest made and
to report it to us for attention and to give at all times
polite, prompt s.rvice tp onr custounera. You'll appre-
ciate our kind of service. 
Star Laundry
Both Phonwai 200. 120 IN ',mirth St.
IND
thing told use to look at in chair j Jam • Ken.
before 1 sat bark la it. I did. and' ' There was, ours a Miss. and a Mr.
to my horror saw that the rope had, Whose lest natee,...lp Hulls, it was
blokes% so that only a slender attend Kr.
Now Hee Mint missed a kissremained.
-Well, a fellow out on the Mast Then Mr. Rieder klard Mts.
asked COP 00M0 ears ago what was
the turning point in my career. I'





6 SSand George 
Losing, insole. 1309 S. *0th 13 90
Lowing. Gee . Broad. 7th 11th
11- 4-1- Marion, 116a.-garette, Monroe,
13th and 14th  6.10
9.14 Marsh. John. *0th and Bold 17.74
Mathis. Jolts, Bosnian Add  1.14
7.51 Mechanic/1PM Temple. ant-
"?' half acre near Hersog's 1.01
4,-2.3 Miller, Mande, 1130 N. 0th 4.10
4_.7! Minor, John. e42 P. 8th  7.79
z." Moore. Bartlett. Trimble  4.06
3•92. Morgan, 0. A., Irisabeth. tth
11-64 and ftli 5.56
9.61 Mosley. John. hers, 10th and
Boyd Its -  10.17
5'14 McClure, IR& heirs, Madison,
10th and 11th  14.24
7.61 McGill, Geo., 11th, Flournoy
3.58 and Terrell  10.64
11.64 afeKrtteht. Will, Burnett and
9.64 Flournoy .-.. A .  6.Sc
4.55 Neal Sam. 10th & Cleveland 9.54
13.70 Nerd, Annie, Broad Alley  4.06
9•14 Overeton & Reed, George, 6th
3.53 and 7th 
31.67 Overton, Scott, roli and Ohio
Owen, Nelson. 921 Wash 
3.05 Parker. Warren. 'Willows 
6.54 Perry, Martin, N. 12th St 
1.5: Perkins, Marshall, 111th 
6.11 Price, d, 1317.S. 9th St 
Pullen, Abe. 417S S. M 
, 9.64 Pullen, Neil. 10th, Tennessee
1.62 sad Jones  4.55
9.64 Reed, Eliza, 8th, Notton and
6.56 Husbands  65.12
12.14I'Reed. Leonard, 1222 S. 8th.  3.03
12.17 Reynolds. Wm. and Dave.
3.0# 12th and Flournoy   3 42
Richardson. Armsteed, N. 7th 8 II
11.10 Richardson, Geo., P. 9th St  3.53
43.70 Rldgevray, Wm.. and wife,
13.70 12th, Tenn. and Jones 
5.05 Robinson. Kate. Washington,
10,66 7tla and 8th  6.10
7.61 Roblisson, C. N., Jones. 10th
7.61 and 11th  8.89
Souls, Margarett, Rowlown, 11.21
4.56 Smalley, James, near Berger 2.13
Beath, Marla, 811 Husbands. 9.14
5.56 Smith J 0, 824 N. Rth  5.00
, Stanley. Jane. Terrell Bt  2.0'
2.02 -Steele, Belle, 1111 N. lltb  11.11
6.63 Stringer, W. M., Tenter Ave 6.8'
. Tally, S . 1124 N. 10th  13.7n
3,04 Tandy, Page. Clay $t  nn.t
7.20 Thorns., Mrs. S. C.. N. 13th 11.25
6.10 Thome., Hares. 12th e Mad. 11.70
4.59 Thompson heirs. Ulth St  4.06
4.118 Turner! Chas., 1041 S. 5th  9.11,
2.50 Turley, Clara, 1231 Madison 4.12
Turner,' James, 415 Jailtson 11 14
2.02 Towles, Eliza, Washington  10.17
6.11 Welnice, MoNeryll, Mill St.., 4.54
Walker, Jordan, 1212 N. 8th 13.70
7,61 Washington, Sohn, S. 9th  6 644
.2.50 Watkins. I,. Metrxer's Add  5.56
• 9.44 Watts, A., 1129 N. 4th St  12.70
9,24 Webb, Alfred, 1235 88th flt 7.60
4,55 Welch. Lydia, ft 9th St   8.14
White, James, 9th and Wneh. 12.29
2.01 White, Viek, Broad Alley  6.66
3.41.S. White, Sarah, 020 5 94h.,, 11.19
2.53 White. Stoke, Broad Alter  9.02
5.56 Williams. Harry, 10th. Leak
3.26 arid Bockmen .... 2 on
Williams. Thom , 1220 S. 10th 10.40
8.14 Wilson, G. I, • Rowlandtown 2 51



















The stw•ve property Ins Hat for
iriet7 listing beet% returned to the 40.
Inter a• delinquent, v•ill he mitered
for eel.. at the city Hall dear au
Menday, slay 411o. 10014. at IS
,,ears-e r. rn., by the cify Treeing:ere
want pak1 to him before that &OA_ '
AL. KIRKLAND,
Ilreeralb. Ilty.




Cli 'ZEN'S' SAVINGS BANK
I oteurpr•••1 eel
Third find I trirtesclwess
City Depository State Depository
Capital 
sorpruir 
mt. kbold. rs liability 
Total secant, to ii.voisItors
• ....... • rasispo
IOU.0041!
IFZO4),04141
Accounts of InilitIduals and Items solicited. We appreelete
eatalli es a 41 "ia.r1 v tievositorsaol aecord to all (tor same eurseoses '
It. at meet,
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
OPS.N ) VT RIM' NIGHTS FRI 1M 7 10 N
GREAT BOOKS!J LITTLE PRICES
We are offering bW91-5 the formerly sold at $1 25 nod SI .50 at_
50c Per Copy
Princess %larltrat i line) Tt.i. Kentuckian_ Lai har.4 Winslow. Rebel '
The Garden of Lieolline), Lady Itroe's Daughter. Itotreti' the River
4IP
These and :1 blind red other floe WAS at tt e
Special !Wit price.
I). E. WILSOIV lilt B°" endhilJS IC M A N
Paducah Gala Week, May 4-9
GREAT C0SM0P9pT.AN SHOWS
More Free Attractions Than Ever Before
MILITARY BAND








flow Old is Ann,
The Zr.mo Zerno Troupe,







• THE PAM:M.411 EVENING SUN •





















fritersity Build* - Roos 205
Extraeting Teeth and Plate
Work a Specialty
DIL RING 111100104. PierNellele
IMIPLATtS•
meet' 7, Trneheart Reeding, up-





which we are, building meccas.
Our horse* are groonied ti the
pink Of condition always and our
equipment the best, yet our
pricee are extremely reasonable.







The following reduced rates
are announced:
Beltiniore, Md. - - General
coneeence M E church.
Dates or sale Nu) 3, 4 and 5
Return limit May 30. Round
trip $31
J. T. DONOVAN,





AND CURE mg LUNCS
Wil H Dr. King's
New Discovery
IF°R C81.114° bilir Al...





Poliffig GEN. JOHNSTONAN EQUITY MAN
gives eentracts, backed by chain
years' Apes:ea. tO secure than dUner
it testes, 111100.000.00isvitai, and tit
me,. CtSildnitAIS or re nu lemon. 'Stands by Society But is etp-..
posed to Night Hiding.DOQKKEEPING
p1 tion coswesde that he tesscheis more
1.4.4jt....1,trig in 'other; months than they F.
.1Q in -1\. orneriest' can essnylace YOU.
SHORTHAND 7%rnssit°- i.t esvourtite_porters
:eachissecause they know it tannic lir,e1.
rite (system or shortirano errata
fill rims caTALeetie ann booklet eVetur
teem Telegraphy?" which explain all nail
on or write este mete. stow, Pruett/taut '
• DRAUGHOWS
PRACTICAL RUMNESS COLLEGE
155 alas•I‘a.ls DI INSILS
weerporit ted ) PADUCAH, 314





REAL ESTATE PRICE usr.
C•11, $1ieti at TilepLea. ft. it
•







Steamers JO. etieler and Joke II
itopk.ns leave Paducah for Evan*
tele and way landings at 11 a. ta.
THE STEAMER DICE FOWLER
Ltaltsta-R441,r1ih.far. Caterv ant
landings at a. m. sharp. daily, az
ease Sunday. Special excureion rates
sow In effect from Paducah to Cain
and return, with or wIthout mask
sad :corn. Good music and table as
a Massed.
For further information apply
A. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, o
asvvz Fowler, City Pass. Agent, st
Po•lor-Crumbaugh & Oo's °See
First and Broadway.
SE. LOUIS At TENNESSEE BITES
PACKET COMPANT:
(Incorporatad.)
FOR THK TENN/U*4E1E IUTIMI.
sTEAMER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah tor Tennessee Rives
Every Wedneedey at 4 it. in.
A in. WRIGHT Mame
tielNIC ROBINSON . Cleve
rats company ill sot rerponsibe
tor Invoice charges unless eelleetel
th• clerk of the boat
Special excursion rates from Pala
at, to Waterloo Fare fee the maul
•rIp is 00. LOALV011 Pasiletab ever!
eedneetley at 4 p. m.
NEW STATE HOTEL
IONTROPOLAS.
D. A. Bantry, Prep.
femme and Mal hotel ha the dee
Twe large samoils
mows Rath rooms, Electric lAgiata





etweguirem TO THEM &El
leek Bindles, Beak Week. lwees
wed leheary Wert • speciality.
NOTICE!'
T b e Falucab
Hermes and Sad-
d I e ry




v. here, with a
handseme n e w
stock, they will
be ready for busi-
ness April le.
Unrelenting in His Pursuit of Law.
1.100 M•111 ot the 'Tobacco
ountry.
General P. P. Joeeston, who has been
actively in charge of the‘troops dur-
ing the efforts to break up the eight
riding in Kentucky. Is a member of
the Society of Equity and his tobacco
is pooled in the Burley society. It
became known here today for the
first time, although the governor
knew it several days ago. The gov-
ereor WU'S IlleSS9ed because it showed
the Burley people that the man who
was tryiug to break up lawlessness is
not antagonietic W them. ()en. Johns- I heard about this and' sent for' it
ton baitnot allowed his comisection in the interest of Patients here. .
with the society to interfere in any will be plemeed to give any one call-
"way with his efforts to break u leg p the 
eight riders. Pherson. Paducah, KY
Gen. 'Johnston lives in Fayette 
cc unty and leas a lama farm on which ONLY THE RICH CAN SERVE
tobacco is grown. The farm is man-I
mewl by his eons. but Gen. Johnston Embarrateting Plight of 041os They&
 Is The ov—reer-elid It "Ift - Learned Men Made Anibetanwhiesie—
which is in the pool. He says he does
Not thee-Ire to dodge the issue in :we A man has got to iive'llke the peo-
way and that he 44 just as good an pie with whom his business requires
Equity man as is to be found in the him to associale, and when we send
state. But he dbes not believe in a man to London or Berlin to mewl-
eneght riding and he is going to dt; ate with kings and minister. of state
his beet to have it steeped while be we ought not to require him to toot1is adjutant general. the bills. If we do we make it cer-
Pardue for Truopet Mewienger. !fain that only very rich men will take
tiovernor Willson today decided the positions. But there is a reason
that any man who has incurred •the even in the social obligations of adispleasure of the night riders by
i
working against them and who is en 
dipiontat. We oeght to pay ambas-
sadors-1  more than $17,500 a year,gaged in the efforts LO run down and 
witbotrt house rent, but, on the otheromelet the night marauders, is en-
hand, there is no good reason why antitled to carry a weapon with which to
American ambassador should live likedefend himself. , He granted a par-
a millionaire, and net only make itdon to Walter Goodwin. who has been
a messenger for the oops
hard for the man who will come afterectinit as tr 
him but even cultivate the luxuriousin leon,oefarshaLl and Trigg counties •
tand who was arrested and convicted astes of the monarch "near" whose,
on a charge of carrying a revolver court he resides.
The United States do not pay enor-crneealed. The governor says that
mous !tries to the.... ttaidsALge,ilie
ot er officialt. We believe in lowsuance of the policy which he has laid
dewn for those opposing the night rid- taxes, and we regard the government
elk *lade it necessary for bim to carry " the agency of the people Instead
a weapon. The governor releases , of looking on the people as the sources
Good w in , who was convicted in Lteell of revenue for the head of the state
county, from the pejo°, ,entente otiand its ministers. We have some
tea days 'and also from the state'a verY rich men, but Hey are not so
part or the hoe which was assessed. representive, as the men of moderate
Goodwin hats been lending valuable fortes, anti there se reason why
aid to the men in Lyen county who :only multimillionaires should be re
are trying to cenvict the night riders garded as eligibles for our embassies.
and for this reason has incurred the Nowa ntdohgiso wbooaclkentostoeB nkijnagrnsianndFrank-
enmity of the men who belong to the
bandit. Goodwin was arrested one i,skin cap, many of our modern envoys
day a,a4, s ditala2010araht4 was havenot been Anon:away elf+ , And nue
found to have a revolver In his pocket, national standing has not suffered
lie was fined the lowest amount and, therefrom. Charles Francis Adams





It is a curious but satisfactory fact
teat ebronic Bright's Disease, which,
according to medical authorltfes, is an
ineurable and fatal disease, is now ac-
tually being cured. We have not at-
tached importance Ito the statements
of recoveries we hsve seen in the pa-
pers from the states, but that they
are not all rumors is now evident
from several recoveries here.
A. H. Otis, of the Honolu!u Drug
Co., tells us of two interesting cases.
One was swollen with dropsy due to
• advaneed B I's Disease, and both
the patient 4id his physician had
given up hop4 Otis kept urging a
trial of the 11kw treatment until the
paUent thsallyi consented. Recovery
Frankfort, Ky., May 1.--Adjutant 
was complete, e patient leaving a
few months later for California
TtYFING PISTOL'.
where he now resides.
Another case was that of an ollIcer
OD one of the Island steamers. He
was in a hospital and considered
hopeless when put on the treatment.
He has now been back at his post for
some time
Otis says there are very few fail-
ures, but that it requires patience.—
Honolulu Bulletin.
plicatiun for the pardons came from
the county judge and from the city
Judge who imposed the sentence. ,
Do You Love
Yeur baby? You wonder why he
cries. Buy a bottle of White's Cream
Vermiftige and he will never cry.
Most babies have worms, and the
nylieeje don't know it. White's Cream
Vernalfuge rids the child of worms
and cleans out iM system In a pleas-
ant way. Every mother should keep
a bottle of this medicine in the house,
With it, fear need never enter her
mind. Price 15e. J. H. Oehlschiae-
ger, Lang Bros., C. 0. Ripley.
Not a Light Weight.
"You niade a mistake in your pa-
per." said an Indignant man, enter-
lag the editorial eanctum of a daily
journal. "I was one of the competit-
ors at an athletic entertainment last
fOght, and you referred to me as 'the
well-known light-weight champion.' "
"Well, are you not," inquired the
sporting editor.
"No. I'm nothing of the end!" was
the angry response; " and it's con-
foundedly awkward, because I'm a
cpal dealer. "- -Ph I ladelpb la Pub! is
Ledger.
If you _see a map making love to a




Brio:teen's cut rate sale on
bedding plants is now going
on at their green houses in
Howlandtown.
All 5o betiding:plants.  3,
ll 
loc betiding plants . 
ert Lincoln and James Russell Lowell
represented us at the comet of St.
James without ;pending nearly so
much money as Mr Reid does. When
E. B. Washburn was minister to
France he lived on his salary, and he
had so gOod a standing that Germany
confided her subjects in France to his
care. George Bancroft and Bayard
Taylor represented us most creditably
in Berlin. and neither had a great for-
tune. A little plain living in our em-
bassies will not hurt our national pres-
tige. It is now annoutiesid °that the
emperor recurs to his original dispo-
sition and is willing to receive Dr.
Hfle who is not so re b as Mr. Tower:
but it is not certain that. Dr. Hill
will receive the emperor. It could
hardly fall to be embarrasimg for him
to go to Berlin, and some other em-
bassy "equally as good" may be found
for him.---Philadelphia Record.
Stop Grumbling
If you suffer from rheumatism or
pains, for Ballard's Snow Liniment
will bring quick relief. It is a sure
cure for Sprains, Rheumatism, Con-
tracted Muscles and all pains—and
within the reach of all. Price 25c,
50c, 11.00, C. R Smith, Tenahs.
Tex., writes: "I hale used Ballard's
Snow Liniment in my family for
years and have found it a floe rem-
edy for all pains and aches.' I recom-
mend it for paius in the chest." J.
H. Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros., C. 0.
Tess—Miss Meanly is just as spite-
ful ae she can be, Did you hear about
what she said to Mn. on her wedding
day'
Jess -You mean May who married
old De Sember?
Tess--Yes; she said she wished
them both long life.—Pbiladelphia
prem.
Beet Healer in the Workll.
Rev. F. Stsebird, of East Ray-
mond, Maine, says: "I have need
Bucitlen's Arnica Salve for several
Pear,. on my old army wound, and
other obstinate sores, and find it the
best healer in ('be world. I use it teto
with great success in my veterinary
business." Price 25c, at all drug-
Fond Mother--"To letf frenk with
you; doctor, the poor girl has been eat-
ing her heart out—" Brusque Old Phy
sleast--"Ha! when will young people
learn to eat prudently?" (H• le•ves




Charge Aesthete. T. W. Houser.
Mr. and Mrs. Jamek Salyer, old
people, who live two miles north of
Benton, swore out a warrant Weds
nesday against T. W. Hooter, charg-
ing him- with attempting to detain
Mrs. Salyer against her will. The
warrant was placed in the hands of
the sheriff Wedeesday evening, who
sent Deputy Sheriff Kill Ely and
Charles Joie s to arrest-lim, but he
saw them coming and got away
Tribune-Democrat.
Mrs. R. A. Horgan Iderionely Hurt.
While on the way to the burial of
Reece Fisher last Friday, Mrs. R. A.
Morgan was seriously crippled, get-
ting the socket of the hip joint
broken. She was in a hack with sev-
eral others, when some of the horses
in the rear of the procession got un-
ruly and created some excitement,
which caused Mrs. Morgan to jump
out, and lighting on the hard gravel
road resulting in a serioun injury.
She is resting well, but it will be sev-
eral weeks before she can, be up
again, and will, probably, be a cripple
1for life.
Mrs. Mary Smalley. of Paducah. Is
the guest of her brother, J. F. Bran-
don.
Mr and lire. R. L. Nanney. of Pa-
ducah, were here Saturday and Sun-
day visiting Mrs. Nanney's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Morgan.
•
se , --
"I have found out that there is no
use to die of lung trouble as long as
you esn get Dr. King's New Discov-'
ery," says Mrs. J. _P. White, of Rush- t
hero. Pa "I woeld not be alive today '
only for that wonderful medicine.. It
loosens up a cough quicker than any-
thing else, and cures lung disease
even after the case is pronounced
hopeless" This,most reliable reme-
dy, for coughs aod colds, lagrippe,
asthma, bronchitis and hoarseness, is
seld under guarantee at all druggists.
Sue. and $1.(4). Trliel bottle free.
Telephone Franchise.
Smithland, Ky., May 1.--L-Last
Monday at the court house, Sheriff W.
D. Bishop sold a telephone franchise.
The purchaser was the Central Home
Telephoue company, through their
Slept, T. D. Preanell. He mid he
would bid etteey12to y the expense
ot Ifienare
bill was offered, and the franchise was
declared sold. sebjec/eto the approval
of the fiscal court at its next session.
The fraielaise is for twenty years, but
not exelueive. and the poles or wee.
are not to -interfere with the publi:
roads in the least, •
Good for Everybody.
Mr. Norman R. Coulter, a promin-
ent architect, in the Delbert Building.
San Fratteisco, sae've'ei fully endorse
all that has been said of Electrk Bit-
V.rs as a Conies Medicine. It is good
for evetybedy, it esetTeeti
Beer and kidney disorders in a prompt
and eMeent manner and builds up
the system." Electric Bitters is the
best spring medicine ever sold over a
druggist's counter; as a blood puri-
fier it Is unequaled. 50c. at all drug-
gists.
callow*: County Felon. 
DeputySheriff Roy Edwards, of
Calloway county, was here yesterday
with Marion Etheridge, colored. who
had been sentenced to the ;molten
tiary for two years at the recent term
of the Calloway county circuit court
on the charge of MAlicipusly shooting
James Gardner. The negro** arm was
amputated as a result et the wound.
Mistress--"Nora, where is my silk
waist?" Nora—"Indade, mum, there
was a spot on it and I put it in soak."
M.stress —"In soak? Why, you have
ruined it " Nora—How could I
ma'am! Wasn't it watered silk?",—
Chicago News.
Bacon—Is be addicted to the drug
habit?
Hetaol—My, yes' IWhy, he even
gets his postage stamps at the drug
stores'—Yonkers
It Will All Come Out In the
Cleaning
if it la don. properly, and it will he
&etc tie if you favor the Model
Steam Dye Works wilt' your pat-
ronage. Our steam dyeing, scour-
ing cleaning establishment is ful-
ly equipped for every clamp of work
The cleaning of blankets, Wire vel-
vets and laces is our specialty,
while ou • feel I I ties for dyeing cloth-
ing of all kinds IA unexcelled. Work
called for and delivered.
Model Steam Dye Works
Moe 2.$4 1St flirt It
I A Real Estate Deal.Back in 111111 John Jacob Astor
bought at foreclosure sale the John
Cosine farm, located beyond what was I
then a settled part of the city, in the
vicinity of Fifty-fourth Street and
Eighth Avenue. He paid $23,000
for the-properly, *Itch teas 3ust been
partitioned into thirty-two parts and
divided equally among the eight liv-
ing Chanter brothers and sisters. heirs '
of Laura Astor Delano, a granddaugh-
ter of 'the founder of the Astor for-'
tune, who receved the farm as her
'wedding portion. The laud alto-
gether makes up over 300 city lots
.and is given a present value of $3.-
1 250,000. The eight beneficiaries of
this settlement are Lieut.-Gov. Lewis
S. Chattier, John Armstrong Chanler,
Robert Winthrop Chanler, William
Astor Chanter, Winthrop Astor Chan-
ler. Margaret L. Aldrich,- Alida B. Em-
met' and Elizabeth Winthrop Chan-
ler. There is a bewildering array of
Winthropa and Asters in the nomen-
clature of that family.—Springfield
Republican.
We Clean Carpets...
If you want your carpets BEATEN and NOT
CLENED send them elsewhere. H you want them
thouroughly CLEANED send them to us.





C. L. Vap Meter, Manager.






and you will get instant relief. The
greatest liver regulator. A positive
cure fol. Constipation, Dyspepsia, Ma-
laria, Chills and all liver complaints.
Mr. C—, of Emory, Texas, writes:
"My wife has been using Herbine for
herself and children for five years.
It is a sure cure for constipation and
malaria fever, which is substantiated
by what it has done for my family."
J. H. Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros- C.
D. Ripley,
First' Little Girl Your papa and
mamma are not real parents. They
adopted you.
Second Little Girl— Well, that
makes it all the more satisfactory.
My parents picked me out and yours
had to take you just as you came.
tilieerfally Recommended for Rhea-
0. G. Higbee. Danville. Ill., writes.
December 2. 19et: "About two years
ago I was laid up for four months
with rheumatism. I tried Ballard's
Snow Liniment; one bottle cured me.
"I can cheerfully recommend it to
all suffering' from like affliction." 25c,
50c and $1.%00. J.H. Oehichlaeger,
Lang Bros., C. 0. Ripley.
Owlett-e-I had an awful time think-
iii g up an excuse to give my wife when
je got home from the cite) last night.
Aecum—Did she demand one?' Delete
—Of couree: I got home so early it
piqued her curiosity.—Philadelphla
eitese. ,
All the patent medicines and
toilet articles advertised in this
paper are on sale at)
McPherson's Urn g Store
Fourth and Broadway.
ICE! ICE!
See that you gat'Correet
Weights! Scales On all
agons
I ndepende nt Ice Co,
Both Phones 1 "A
ICE! ICE!
A Dedtyred Ineitaihra.
To a reporter whose quehtiuns
came rather thick and fast, the bril-
liant Chinese Ambassador, Wu Ting-
fang, said;
• "You are pushing me too hard.
young man. You are taking advan-
tage of me. You are like the Pekin
poor relation. H* took advantage,"
said Mr. N;u. "It is narrated of hint
that one day he.met the head of his
family, itepeodarin, In the street.
"'Come ail-Udine with us tonight.'
the mandarie said, graciously.
" 'Thank you,' said the poor rela-
tion 'But wouldn't tomorrow night
do as well?"
" '0 yes, I suppose so,' said the
mandarin. `But where ars you din-
ing tonight?' he asked, curiously.
"'Oh, at your house,' was the re-
ply. 'You see, your estimable wife




le  the one you pay out for a box .of
Dr King's New Life Pills. They
bring y011 the health that's more pres.
ious than Jewels. Try them for head-
ache, blittunness, constipation and -
malaria. If they disappoint you the
price will be cheerfully refunded at
all druggists.
People have time to raten to stories
of success, but they hare failures of
their own.
UMW F40 ROUND
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-
chines, Band Daters, etc.
vh°
lAr4






Distilled in the spring 'of
1900. Sold in bottles with ,
the government st amp
over the neck, showing
JON.IN.LAW
conclusively the age. .
 . Ky . Me, e tSpeetal.)--
iler, a we,I known farmer re-
west of Murray. Owe Joe
h ;5 eon-In-law. in the neck
For the cupboard and P rises last evening as the re-
chcst there is nothill Lee(4,.. little child. who had SW
te a quarrel over tfilk Possanniuti
Iting with its grandperenhe beetiref
4„ Miller's daughter. had Cod, an*,
Verde/ Leech married egaae sag
Sided to take th• child Ebel* w1110,•
.fist calltie at tile Mille,
%dere entre. .
for that merest*. and tiof
'e feted. ,




GREGORY HEIGHTS CAR SERVICE
BEGINNIN4I May let ear will leave Gregory Heights Station,conneatiug with the Broadway and Park Cars at 31s1 and
Jefferson street as per the following sehedule: A. M:, 708,
7:98, 8:08, $:28,8:48, 9:08. P. M., 12:28, 12:48, 1:08, 1:28,





1$0, . AND Aft..Ilk.:47C:Imirm.1ENs•t41710104. •FARMERS' UNION
We are determined to, demonstrate
to the public that it is impossible to
produce any better flour than is that
which we are seling and which is
called "Pansy." Don't think because
we don't ask you a big price it is of
ism! is quality._ at:re preilitseamu
for when you buy the other!, not
quality.
Tomorrow we v.-111 sell you a sam-
ple package: a barrel for $6. a 24 lb.
seek for 7fec or a 12 lb. sack for 40c.
Try it and If isn't as good as any fluor
you ever had in your house, your
roollee back and no argument. We
get our profile; In the volume of hush
ness. Lot from the individual cus-
tomer.
LOUIS CLARK. Grocer,
131 South Second. Both phones 42.
"If you'll notice," said Finnick.
"the poets invariably refer to the
earth as 'she.' Why should Aie earth
be considered feminine, rs :ike to
know?"
"Why not " replied Sinnick. "No-
body seems to know. just how old the
earth is."--Philaderiphia Peeite.
A large boiler is being installed by
expert% today at the plant of the Pa- WILL MEET HEREduceh Hex and Bather company at
Fourteenth and Ca:dwelt str•sits. This
eompany Is rapidly growing to be one SATURDAY, Ill' 23of the Jargest irdustries in Paducah I •
and additions to the equipment and
Lew buildinge and libretti are brine
added cent.eurilly. The plant was
ImIkar haa -Leen issued fer-w meet-
shed about 35x7e feet, and now the ing of the Farmers' Union of Ken'
plant occupies over an acre of ground tuck to be held in this city May 23,
in additem to the log yatils. which is Saturday, for the purpose of
arranging to handle and sell the 1908
crop of tobacco.
The call says:
"The object of the meeting will be
to take definite action with reference
to the handling and selling of the
19118 crop of tobacco.ralsed by Farm-
•rs' Union people,
"The basis of 'reforeeentation to the
thove named meetin will b
A Musical afieuelee.
"Aren't you going home?" asked a
fellow club member.
"Not for several days." answered
M. Cuntrox. "I'm going to give my
family a chance to forget. You see.
mother and the girls have been trying
to educate me to an appreciation of
classical music. Th:s afternoon I heard
u terrific racket on the piano, so, be-
ing anxious to please, half closed
toy eyes and said, 'Isn't it perfect,y
beautiful!' "
"Wasn't that all right?"





Your New Spring Suit
Where can I get best value in quality
for the money I can spend on my clothes?
Ask yourself that question and satisfy your-
self that you are getting that value.
You will be surprised at the value--
Foit the rierfect tailoring and desirability of our
„i?".„Flpthel.\ Their great feature aside from
Futrell, Frazill At is the permanent style. and
Clark Stir .
T 1C,, Clay R. .)U can hank on the Quality of
Gallagher. M. H.„ 601. •
I George its 
4a1:,cher & Lane. 9th!
Trimble St
Garvey, Yrs N 0ti.
Gerdner, N. C Jeff St ....
tle beet Heirs. St  
Gilliam. W. W.. Goebel as 
Gdbert. Mrs. Ida, Mai field R G.„„.. G... D: Favon's 5111 
Olovor. W. C.. Arik'ns a‘e 409 - 4l.". BROADWAY.
Gt.rdan, Jetties, cahtwell tst 
Gower. A. II., 011ambiln add 
McAdam, Mn,DM 6th &




lelegate from each local union in the
state.
"The meeting will be called to
erder at 10 o'clock a, or. sharp.
"The above meeting nil be one of
:nye great importance toe union to-
lace° growers .n Kentucky, and you
who are members of the Farmers'
nit, and those who are not, and
expert you, to join the union. might
-lo well to not sign any contracts to
lily organisation until after this meet
•ng, as there Is p.enty of time yet to
ign contracts to any organization.
Ind above all, be sure you do not sign
lay contract for the handling of more
han one year's crop of tobacco.
"The Farmers' Union will handle
obacco grown by al; Farmers' Pnlon




This afternoon is parents' day at
the new Longfellow school, and many
patrons and friends of the school are
in attendance at the program which
the pupils will give. The exercises
begat at 1:30 o'clock and recitations,
songs and drills preceded two ad
dresses on education given by Charles
K. Wheeler and Superintendent J. A
Carnagey. This Is the first entertain-
ment given In the new buliding, and
all of the rooms were decorated pret-
tily w th the art work of the pupils.
School F:ntertalament.
This evening at the High school
auditorium the prajyils of Miss Anna
Larkin, Miss Catherine Powell, Mtge
Catherine Thomas and Miss Belle
Ford. of the Washington building,
sill give an entertainment. About
150 pupils are in the drills and
marches. Se%eral pretty scenes have
been arranged, and the pupils have
ell learned their parts. The proceeds
ftom the entertainment will be used
to purchase a lasge picture of George
Washington.
AMERICAN SHOT IN SYRIA.
Body of Kanran7;1141 at New York
Yesterday.
New York, May 1.--On board the
:teamer Konlg Abert which arrived
IS re today, was the body of Bernard
Narkentin, of the Kilolitre; Write bank.
Newton, Mace. who was shot and
(Wed near Danaaserts early in April
vhlici riding on a raeroad train Mrs
arkentin and her son 'Carl, accone
ranted the body.
Cabe dispatches announcing tire
Mooting said it was done by a Syrian
eho ctilmed he was examining a re-
:olver and it went off by accident.
Smbassador [wish Mall . from Con-
taotinople, reported the shooting to
he state department at Washington
'•• ea.d assurance had been given him
hat the Syrian will be brought to
'melee if a case is proved on hint of
nurder
Carl WarkentIn said today that the
elan who killed his father was a Turk
sh prince, and that beishman told his
_mether It was impossible to prose-
ute hen and advised bar to tray meth -
rot about the matter. From his re-
etarka it was evident that Warkentin
eax of the (minion that Lelshman had
not done all he could, and he Intl-
netted that a charge will he lodged
wily the State d•erartment•egalnst the
embassador • •
German children convicted of seri
eris offeuses numbered In 1906 48.-





Against Corruption in Coun-
try's Polities.
"To Vote An We Pray" Is the Piro!
Deckaratios of Cain. l•resbyr.•ey
in Kluging Ite.olutioo.
CUMBRRLAND M %TIER DECIDED.
Cairo. III., May 1.--The Cairo
i:resbytery dared its session in this
city by adopting a series ofe•resolu-
:ions whitey will mark It as one of the
most important meetings it has held
It recent years. The resolutions, if
carried luto effect is ill mean that the
church, as such will hereafter take
an aggressive part in politick' in so far
as this shall seem necessary to pro-
mote good government, Andre): ob-
servance, etc. The resolutions are as
follows:
"First, we note with flitch pleasure
the marked strengthening of moseel
tension along the lines of civic re-
form, temperance, and Pabbath ob-
servance. We recommend as your
committee the ministry and Ise,
seeaking ClLaArilk..4111.4).1azirtalz evati-
ment on these lines of retormaticin.
"Second. With a special trend to-
bard Sabbath amusement, which is
seriously counteracting aggressive
church work, we recommend as your
committee a strict church police
against this dengerous trend.
"Third. That in local campaigning
the church enter as an aggreserive
factor for clean goiernment. local op-
'on and push the battle to the gates.
"Fourth. That this body go on rec-
ord as disapproving all catering to
politiciaes and public representatives
to whisky interests, 'to personal lib-
erty' sentiment, as itnplyieg core
don of conatitutional franchisee by
Wee—me. 
OUR Boys' Shop, on the sec-on floor, ought to interest
mothers atul fathers. You have
good daylight to see colors Ey
and we'll show you a lot of new,
handsome fabrics in browns,
grays, tans, blues; fancy stripes,
and mixtures.
If your boy'e old enough to do his
own buying, let him come without
any anxiety; you may return what
doesn't suit you—that's one of the
Wallerstein principles.
Suits from $3.50 to $12.50;
a special line made with two pair 'of
trousers, at $5 and $6.50.
Some of the hatsdomest
sty/es are displayed is the Third
itreet window.






means of lobbying and bribery 
e _ - - -
"Flfrh; We employ no policy move- P. Scott. J. B Bennett, W. W. Byerly clueing the car repairing department tthe 
boiler shops, is filling both posi.
theut en our,jelert as an official bode•land R J McMichael. ...,  : P
ideals of our proud commonwealth I Mr. W J. Dee", made a number of
But clean cot these issues, and steed speeches. urging that the state can-
without equivocation on _the , side of trsmoialtiet tita‘h! etely. to unnnider
God and higheit human InterestiiTlicr;imt was tleiliTrit- hon at Ihr-fiduiiib.
a word to robe and work as we pray"!convention. "My honor Is Rit stake.
cumbeligued 4 -1411r144 PrOPerlim II want it deeided If I acted right 
es
on'
•Whereas, The Cairo Prbyter V til' papers before me - • %
as now constitute,!was duly author-I The committee dee ided to go Into
!zed by the enabling act of the general
assembly at Coiumbus. 0.. in Ma). 
the whole question and Mr. Deemer be-
gan le.s argument. Mr. Dwboe•s en




- planation of his ruling on the Graves
dark.* the loath half of the Ewing
7. case 
Presbyter) of 'the Cumbeland Pres-
bjterian churrh, the south half of 
chairman of Graves county refused to
the original Cairo Presbytery 
of the call the proper sort of a county con-
petitioned by a ma-
Presbyterian C. 8 A_ tend all of the "ntl" 
when
jerity of the county committeemen
Dittoes Presbytery of the Cumber-
land Presbyterian church, therefore and
 therefore that majority held a
all of the peepiee-i-, eati. rocordt-etkairtv ronveuison en.icli he. Dehoe.
fixtures. trusts and obligations of cons
idered the regular one. Mr. De-
each and all a the named °textile; bee also 
denied that he had refirsed
Presbyteries be ansumed, owned and to grant an appeal- +IP declared 
that
protected by the recent Cairo Pres• the Taft men bolted wh
en he slowed
hy-t ry corporation." the Fairbanks men from Gra
ves
Delegates rad 4411licers. icounty to 
vote on the temporary: 0•
The Presbytery voted to meet next 
Ranitation. Mr. Deboe said that the
year at shawneetewn. !Fairbanks 
convention invited all
Delegates or commissioners to the Publicans wh9 "were opposed 
to graft
general assembly at Kansas City rig and wrong-doing- 
to particIP3,l.
were chosen as follows: From th, in their convention
ministry. J. H E. Craighead, Anna,' Mr., Deboe was aske•d by Mr. D. W.
Kele Charles McCluer, Cobden, alter- Falfielgh If there was any denial thatI
nate. From the elders. .J. .1. Pierson, A. T. Carman, who signed the cre-
Murphysboro; Judge W. S. Phillips, dentials which Deboe ignored. was
hldgeway, alternate, the regular chairman of Graves. Mr.
Folowisg are the officere ehoteen Deboe said there was no denial of
by the Woman's Missionary society this.
President, Mrs. J. R. T. Craighead, Mr. Spriest for the Taft Mrs.
Anna.
Vice presidents, Mrs. A S Bueh- Mr. 
Jesse Speight began his argu-
aran, Calm; Mrs. R. W. McCareney, merit on beha
lf of the Taft men at
Metropolis: Mrs. E K. Scott, Me-.II:30 o'clock. He took rip the Gra
ves
Downs:Mrs. Annie Anderson. liar- county case first. Mr. Speicht stated
risburg. ,that A. T. Carman, the regular coun-
Rtcording ce,cretary, Mrs. Charles' ty chairman, cali•-‘1 a regular county
littluer, Cobden. ,convention and signed the credential*
Corresponding secretary for home of' the deiegates elected, which kfr.
missions. Mrs. }bugle Murray. Equal- (Who.- Ignored He, said that J. He
ity. Happy, claiming to be secretary of
Corresponding secretary for for- the committee, but not In fart perim-
eter' missions, Mrs C 14. Wiley. of tarY, had an illegal convention held.
Anna. and that Deboe ignored the regular
Secretary of literature, Mrs- B. eredentlaie and the party law. amid
Hanson. Moristrysboro. -seated the Illegal delegates from
"In Pe°Pk.' !A°64't1(1‘ (rates In violation of the party law.
MhosS°cErtntiamr)a W:Illford, Anna. latarruptiona By De•hoe.
Treasurer for contingent fund, Mr. _Speight was stating that Mn,
Mrs. E S. Dewey, Cairo. iDetroe refused to listen to him alter
Treasurer for home ratasione, stee.
Denlel Breezo. Shawneetown. 
'this ruling. and Mr Debts. said in an
"That Is as big a He
Treasurer for foreign missions. audible 'aide:
Mrs. 1'. B. Goodman. Cobden. 
J ae; I ever heard of." Mr. Deboe fre-
quently interrupted Mr. Bpelght, say-
The tneet'ne next year will be held
In Shawneetown. 
Inv "You did niithing of the kin."
Mr. Spoight went on to argue the
other counties, statinit that if Mr.
Deboe had followed the party law and
recognized those delegates with regu-






regular delegation from Graves coun-
ty and seated the bolting Fairbanks
delegation.
The convention then split The
.Taft men. who .held the credentiali
of the majority. electektwo Taft dele-
gates to Chicago, elected Jesse
Speight. of Mayfield, state central
committeeman and nominated .1. M
Porter for congress.
Dehoe and his crowd elected two
Fairbanks delegateo, elected IC It
,Miller state central committe•man
and noprilnated ledge Walter Black-
bury for congreta
Thiele', Plea.
There were f • abeeatees: Will
,
RAILROAD NOTES
Master Mechanic J. 11. Nash. of the
111Mols Central, stated this morning
that be bad received no' informat
whatever as to the report sent ut
from Waterloo, Iowa, that the Posi-
tion of traveling engineer on all di-
visions of the Illinois Central would
he abolished. The traveling engineers
are now in session at Chicago and he
Is at a toss to understand why suth
R report should have started from
Waterloo The traveling engineers of
this section are expected back Iron!
Chicago about Monday when definite
Information will be bad In regard to
the rumor.
An order ask ved y • day,
NM.
at the shops two more days, and work Jtions. James Mulrin, who was time-
ell: not lw resumed in that depart- keeper In the car shoot., is again at
meat until Monday. _ To keep the de the dwelt •in the mend bones. James
partmen's expenaes 'lain the appro- INI4 who &rowdy held that polot.on,
toire The chaire is anothertwo dey of each month amt. it Is
understood that instead of waiting
until the :too of the tnocth as hereto-
UP, nt: 0* et economy and in line with
Therlilheral inevegeont to consolidate
goalt;ons wherever possible It is tin.
fore ,the t•wo dios to be :obi In May &liquor!. however, that this thange
will be the first two de)* of the Is only temporary and as soon as
throlting the -lay offs" of more no ii are put in th.• car depart-
Aptll and May together. nient ow order 44114 resumed.
Under an arrangement evade. sev-
eral days ago the position of eiue-
keerper Iii the boiler shops and car.
repairing d• partment hate le en (,it;,
soltdat.,I At.d T p.r N. •••• '
—The Inspenews that has mot yet
•••••••masesnared to advertise" has sot yet
commenced tap he importaist--or to
....11111" in the life of the city.
•
SEE THE AIRSHIP
BEFORE IT SAILS OVER THE CITY
On Exhibition at Wallace Park
S kTURDAY
"The America" Commanded b yCapt. Wm Kittery
Ls World s Masi Cann i sal a•-fasitil let al brine/ lib Lere di Moans
Between three and six O'clock p. m.
Don't Fail to See and Inspect This
Wonderful Mechanical Device
—.Ir..- •
The Scientific Marvel of the Age
"The America" is the Fleetest
and most modernly .zid pezLietly eonstructed Airship in
the world atid brings to a complete realization the 'dream'
of Jules Verne, who fifty years avo preiliettd that in ages
to come "MU IINLI tY THROUGH THE MR URI Mi."
Go See For Yourself!
• rwomnprie :
_y
f ,ti
6111.
4
S
•
or
• 41
6
